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Gund comes to Gambier to consult
BY ROBBIE KETCHAM
Editor-in-Chi- ef
"I think we're pretty protective
of what we have, even if there's more
that we want," said Gambier Mayor
Michael Schlemmer at a public meeti-
ng Monday night with Kenyon alum-
nus and architect Graham Gund '63,
who was on a whirlwind tour of Gam-
bier as an opening step in the process
of creating a "Master Plan" for future
development a plan that could bring
major changes to the face of the cam-
pus and Village.
Throngs of students, faculty and
Village residents attended three open
sessions with Gund on Monday and
Tuesday, where they expressed desire
for projects ranging from campus
parking to a village trolley and voiced
concern about the future ofGambier 's
business market, tradition and ident-
ity.
Gund who is responsible for a
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plethora of recent campus building
projects, including the Fitness, Recre-
ation and Athletics (FRA) center, the
science quadrangle and Storer music
building, gave few specifics about fu-
ture development ideas, saying the
campus visit was designed to gain in-
put from the community before deter-
mining the details of the Plan. But he
did dispel rumors that the Plan would
call for the possible removal of the
Gambier post office. He also said that
a new fine arts building, part of the
scope of the Plan, may be located near
the library.
Additionally, Provost Greg
Spaid who, along with Vice Presi-
dent for Development Kimberlee
Klesner and Vice President for Finance
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Bison on Saturday. The victory gave the Lords a spark in their
second game of the year, and brought them to 1- -1 for the season.
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Joe Nelson was named to oversee the
planning process said it was likely
that Gund would return to the area,
possibly in late October or early No-
vember, for another round of meetings
with College and Village constituen-
cies. Spaid also said he felt the Kenyon
Board of Trustees were strongly in
favor of moving all academic build-
ings to the south end of campus one
of the principles of the Plan that
aroused some disagreement in the
public meetings but College Presi-
dent Georgia Nugent moderated this
perception, saying she was unsure
whether the plan to move academic
buildings was final.
Football team gets own house
Sophomore Betas moved into division housing in Leonard
BY JAY H ELMER
Executive Sports Editor
Three weeks before the begin-
ning of classes, new Dean of Resi-
dential Life George Barbuto faced
a dilemma. There were still 20
sophomore men without a housing
slot, due in part to an extraordinary
high yield from a large first-ye- ar
class and returning students, as
well as a number of sophomore
transfers which left Barbuto with
a certified housing crunch.
In a seemingly unrelated
event, Kenyon had purchased a
Episcopalians feast for Philander
BY JAMES LEWIS
Managing Editor
Philander Chase, Kenyon
College's founder, has hit the big
time. Monday, Sept. 22 is being
recognized on the Episcopalian
calendar as a feast day in his honor
on a provisional basis for the next
three years.
The naming of feast days in
honor of an individual is as close
to canonization as the Protestant
Episcopalian Church gets. Karl
Stevens '95, Chaplain to Kenyon
College and Assistant Rector of
Harcourt Parish, explained it this
way: "Theologically we believe
in the priesthood of all believ-
ers ... Everyone's a priest in the ul-
timate sense. You get ordained to be
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Graham Gund '63 toured Gambier
house on Duff Street. The house
was being renovated with the pur-
pose being rented. However, when
the housing situation became criti-
cal, the Duff Street house, became
a viable option to help alleviate the
problem. The house was ready ten
days before classes and as Barbuto
said, "the football players were the
first people on campus, so they
were easiest."
"Using the house was a re-
sult of need and necessity," senior
Taya Brown, Chair of Housing and
Grounds committee, agreed. "It
would have been complicated and
a priest in the specific sense. The
same is true of saints."
Stevens explained what it
meant to be designated as a saint in
the specific sense. He said, "a per-
son is commemorated by the
Church as being worthy of emula-
tion by the rest of us. In an ultimate
sense, we're all saints."
In order for a person to be
granted a feast day, it must be ap-
proved by the General Convention
of the Episcopalian Church. The Gen-
eral Convention meets once every
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and the Kenyon campus Monday.
close to impossible to contact up-perclass- men
in their respective
homes and gather a group who
would have been willing to give
up their spaces on campus to move
into the house on Duff Street to-
gether."
Barbuto met with the team
and a group of four seniors and one
junior agreed to live in the house.
Placing these five upperclassmen
in the Duff Street house opened up
other spaces in on-camp- us hous-
ing. However, the solution was not
as simple as placing unhoused
see FOOTBALL, page three
three years, and when they ap-
prove the feast, it is provisional
for the next three years.
However, there does not ap-
pear to be much cause for worry
that Chase's feast day will be
revoked. The last feast day to not
be approved for observance on
a permanent basis was that of
famed aviator Amelia Earhart.
Chase was granted this feast
day on the basis of his work be-
yond the world of Kenyon. Elton
see PHILANDER, 11
Tonight: Mostly sunny. 75F, Saturday: Mostly Sunny. High:
low:55F. 69F, low: 39F.
Friday: Rainy. High: 69F, low: Sunday: Sunny. High: 75F, low:
44F. 54F.
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Gund discusses concerns with Gambier residents
Downtown development raises concern
A common theme at the three
public meetings with Gund was
the relationship between the Col
lege and Village the impact of
campus development on the life
of downtown Gambier, and vice
versa.
"We ... have been hearing
more and more the Trustees
have been hearing that some-
thing needs to be done with down-
town Gambier," said Spaid on
Monday. "We're losing busi-
nesses; we're losing vitality."
Some residents and business
owners were concerned, however,
that changes to the campus could
mean the loss of current local
businesses could potentially be
detrimental to local development.
"I agree we need more ... vi-
tal businesses in the center of the
Village," said Village Council
member and Professor of Political
Science Kirk Emmert, "but here . . .
there's a problem and a tension. . . .
I think there's a tension between
that and the fact that almost every-
thing in the Village is owned by the
College."
"I've had conversations with
villagers who are worried about
maintaining Gambier as a Vil-
lage," said Council member and
Senior Associate Director of Ad-
missions Liz Forman, "with the
post office, with the gas station.
... My concern is ... we're treat-
ing the north end of campus as
a suburb. We're keeping the main
part of life down south I think
we need to move the Village back
to the center, and I think part of
the concern I'm hearing from
people about making sure we
Student housing an
"The demand for student
housing seems to be changing,"
said Greg Spaid. "More and more
students seem to want alternative
housing, rather than dormitory
living, or they would like to have
a single, and we need to address
that."
The discussions centered
largely on environmentally sus-
tainable housing and restricting
off-camp-
us housing.
"It seems to me that . . . con-
cern for the vitality of the Village
of Gambier naturally extends to
the local ecosystem," said Kate
Nichols '04, "and our integrity as
a community and as a school calls
for architecture and planning that
is specifically designed to con-
serve natural resources. We need
to move beyond mere aesthetic
appreciation of nature here, to a
more functional appreciation.
Gund may make another campus visit
Greg Spaid estimated that the
future visit could occur in Octo-
ber or early November, and that it
would be "relatively quick, be-
cause they have to get down to the
drawing board."
"We had to make a decision
about how to receive this plan," he
said. "We had the lesson of the last
have a working post office, and
other things to bring people to the
center of the Village every day."
Ruth Woehr, a college coun-
selor who is also vice chair of the
Planning and Zoning Commission,
which would approve any zoning
changes that future development
would require, said the Plan may
help foster local business.
"The business that are here
already would be enhanced if we
had a little mure vitality," she
said, "and I don't mean the kind
of commercial downtown made
for tourists, as much as one that
makes living here as a student and
as a resident of this community
an interesting place and a vital
place."
But two current downtown
buildings about which partici-
pants at the meetings expressed
particular concern were the post
office and the gas station.
"I would like to make a
strong vote for having a gas sta-
tion in the center of town," said
Susan Spaid, Kenyon's Faculty.
Lectureships and Common Hour
coordinator and the chair of the
Gambier Planning and Zoning
Commission.
Gund did not address the gas
station, but said that he felt that
a post office "is a great thing to
have in town," and that he had
no plans to change it.
"Everything will await this
Master Plan," he said. "I do think
the arrangement with local mer
chants, as I understand it, is that
there will be at least a year ad
vance notice before someone
would no longer have their lease.'
issue at Council
1,100 students have signed a
statement in support of this."
Additionally, a group of stu-
dents camped out in front of
Peirce Hall on Tuesday evening,
in support of sustainable housing
as part of the Master Plan.
Many residents were con-
cerned about an increase in off-camp- us
housing.
"Create additional housing on
the campus," said Schlemmer. "Or
if it can't be accommodated up
there, perhaps a site that is some-
what segregated from the rest of
the Village. We all get the gifts of
the students ... and love having
themhere.butthepointisthatl've
had the opportunity to be a neigh-
bor with some of the off-camp- us
students, and they're not the most
neighborly all the time, late at night
and on weekends, when they're
living next door to you."
Master Plan, which was done very
differently there was an enor-
mous committee. But we thought,
actually, rather than having repre-
sentatives on a committee, that it
made more sense to do this sort of
thing to actually take them di-
rectly to the groups that we want
to consult with."
Summary ofvisit, p. 1 Reports
Academic South and small department
"There is a need for some
new academic facilities," said
Greg Spaid on Monday. "In the
1991 master plan, one of the pri-
orities mentioned there was to
build a new fine arts center. That
didn't happen, and that's prob-
ably one of the first things on the
list for this Plan. ... But the
other questions to be asked are,
does Kenyon need other aca-
demic facilities? Do we need an-
other academic building, perhaps
a contemporary version of some-
thing like Ascension Hall?"
Gund said the fine arts build-
ing would likely move in the vi-
cinity of the library.
"One of the projects we have is
moving it to an area around the li-
brary, trying to pull together some
more of the facilities, so people don't
have to drive all the way south. Over
time, maybe the Plan will consider
moving the housing closer. . . . We're
really trying to cut down the distance,
with the hope that every student will
have a 10-min- ute walk from the aca-
demic center to their dorm."
But the plans to move the aca-
demic buildings south raised some
concerns about the possible loss of
the small houses that currently house
many departments and increased
driving from northern residences to
southern classes.
"I felt that the houses that are
used as academic buildings are dis-
tinctive," said Susan Spaid. "When
Senate appoints new
BY AMY BERGEN
News Editor
The first Senate meeting of the
year went smoothly, accomplishing its
main goals to appoint committees
and lay the ground work for the rest of
the year. Student Council President
Tom Susman reported the Student
Council minutes. He specifically ad-
dressed budget issues, which led to
discussion of if and how the 13 stu-
dent groups which overspent last se-
mester were to pay their debt back.
Susman emphasized that the groups
whose accounts were put on hold were
not being punished, but needed to learn
to stick to their budget.
After the Deans' notes, the Sen-
ate got down to business namely, the
business of appointing new members
to committees such as ADEPT, the
Media Hearing Board, the College
Calendar Committee and Sexual Mis-
conduct Review. The purpose was
"just to get all the committees started,
appoint chairs for them and discuss our
focus for the semester and year," said
Sophomore Class Representative
Olivia Tucci, who described most of
the meeting as "preliminary work."
The Senate decided to wait to
make appointments to the Annual Fra-
ternity, Sorority, Peeps and Archons
Review when more faculty members
were present.
The Senate also discussed recon
by ROBBIE KETCHAM,
I think of universities and colleges, I
.
felt that there are probably far more
educational institutions that have large
buildings rather than have small
houses, where the intimacy was
heightened with the professor work-
ing in his or her office, where some- -
one was going to a class."
The Collegian has also learned
that at a meeting between Gund and
members of the faculty who woik in
the houses, the instructors expressed
nearly unanimous support for remain-
ing in houses, rather than moving into
a larger facility.
Creating a southern academic
focus led some to question whether
on-camp- us driving would increase. "It
worries me that, if you move all the
academic buildings to the south end
of campus, what happens to the north
end of campus, what happens to the
center of town which is now in the
north end of everything if everything
else is in the south end, and the vitality
of the town disappears if no one is
going to the north end for any reason,"
said Betsy Herr, owner of the Gam-
bier House Bed and Breakfast "It is a
walking campus now."
However, Gund told the Colle-
gian that a Master Plan could bring a
campus closer, and correct past cam-
pus expansion that occurred un-
planned.
"The campus really hasn't caught
up with the change from when I was a
student here, to the level of the stu-
dent body they are today," he said.
vening the Allstu Committee, a com-
mittee that works for more effective
ways to accomplish the allstu's func-
tions. The issue remained unsolved,
mainly because of surrounding con-
troversyfor example, Dean of Stu-
dents Don Omahan mentioned that
LBIS is avoiding modification of the
allstu because of this committee.
Discussion then turned to the
Campus Master Plan. Steele noted,
after a question from Tazewell, that
Graham Gund requested to meet with
only the students on Senate (without
faculty and staff) on Sept. 15. Profes-
sor of Chemistry Rosemary Marusak
presented a copy of the last Campus
Master Plan from 1990, and men-
tioned its attention to increased green
space (including the faculty sugges-
tion of making the road by the book-
store into green space) and the gen-
eral movement of academic build-
ings towards South campus. "We
had a brief review of the basis of
the master plan and goals for it,"
said Tucci. Junior
class representative Bryan Stokes
pointed out that most of the Master
X
Editor - in-Chief Editorial, p. 8
houses discussed
'It's taken over more houses, but it's
basically the same as it was when it
was under 500 students, when I was
there. It's spread out more, but now
they need more planning.
"I think it's possible to im-
prove the campus and Village,"
he said, "to work with it and im-
prove it The town is not as pretty
as everyone thinks it is when you
look at areas behind the post of-
fice it's basically all parking lots.
Making Kenyon a "walking
campus" poses problems beyond
buildings and development, said
Emmert "I certainly strongly en-
dorse the notion of Kenyon being
a walking campus, but I don't think
we should underestimate the prob-
lems in doing that," he said.
But Gund's associate,
Youngmin Jahan, said that, from
a previous meeting with some Stu-
dent Council and Senate members,
she felt sentiment on the reducing
driving on campus could garner
more support.
Forman proposed an alterna-
tive method for campus mobility:
a Gamb'er trolley.
"I can't resist it: I myself am
a big fan of public transportation,"
she said. "I think we should have
no parking lots north, and I think
we should have a Kenyon trolley.
We should have something to help
move people from the North down
' south, to the playing fields, to the
environmental center."
corrimitees
Plan has already been implemented,
and that the Fitness, Recreation and
Athletics Building will be one of the
last steps in the process. Omahan
raised the issue of changes to the
center of town, including the fate of
coffeehouses, shops and Farr Hall.
Professor of Drama Jon Tazewell
emphasized that Senate's input on
housing decisions is crucial even if
the current students are gone when
these decisions take effect.
Topics that the Senate marked for
later review included the allstu, the
drinking policy, and housing, espe-
cially division housing and the house
on Duff Street "We mentioned the
house as a new place for housing,"
said Tucci, emphasizing that the issue
would be debated at greater length
later. The broad housing topic, how-
ever, raised surrounding issues.
Omahan, Tazewell and Senior
Class Representative Jay Helmer di-
scussed the numbers of fraternity
pledges and division housing, and
Tazewell mentioned Campus Phys-
ician Tracy Schermer's concerns about
the smoking policy.
): 'I.'iH.'l
Due to space constraints, the Village Record
can be found online, at:
archives, kenyon. edw'collegian
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RFoC brings food
BY BRIAN MCALLESTER
Staff Reporter
"So what did we eat last year?
Not real food?" Students have
largely criticized this year's newly
implemented food service, Real
Food on Campus, or RFoC, from
the day school began. However, it
was the demands of college stu-
dents themselves which created
and even gave the name to the new
face of Aramark Dining Services.
Focus groups from across the
country gave students an opportu-
nity to voice their opinions, and the
results were clear: they want
fresher, better food.
RFoC hopes to provide just
that. It is still early in its exist-
ence the program has been
around for just over a year, in an
estimated 100 colleges nationwide.
As Niles Gebele, the new General
Manager for Kenyon College Din-
ing Services, says, "The main ob-
jective of RFoC is to provide the
freshest and best food to our cus-
tomers." As one Peirce hall cook
reports, the products are fresher
and prepared much closer to the
time that they are served. Most stu-
dents admit, the food has improved
in quality.
However, along with fresher
and better food, college students
certainly didn't make demands for
Football:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
sophomores in the rooms of those
students housed on Duff Street.
The five players were all members
of a fraternity, and were slated to
live in the fraternity's division. It
would have created a potentially
uncomfortable situation for both
those students in the vacated housi-
ng, and members of the fraternity.
So Barbuto decided to move five
sophomores from that fraternity
into that division. This would
seemingly contradict the Student
Government decision put into ef-
fect last year; however, as Barbuto
pointed out, there is a provision in
the legislation "that allows the
m
longer lines. The confusion RFoC
has brought to the Peirce Hall din-
ing experience longer lines, scat-
tered setup, less maneuverability,
no tray room, and an average of 7-- 10
spills per meal shouldn't be
ignored. Neither should the dissat-
isfaction of some Peirce Hall em-
ployees: "RFoC doesn't fit here.
You can't move!"
Commenting on such criti-
cism, Gebele reports, "RFoC is not
a cookie cutter program that is the
same at every school. Kenyon has
its own demands as do other
schools. It is flexible and can
change to meet the needs of stu-
dents at each particular school."
Dining hall managers have been
requested to conduct one-on-o- ne
surveys with students during op-
eration hours to assess student sat-
isfaction with this evolving pro-
gram.
Aside from addressing food
freshness issues, goals such as
minimizing food waste have
topped RFoC's priority list.
Changes such as the "cooking to
order" system and student's serv-
ing themselves while dramati-
cally slowing down lines have
been designed in hopes of mini-
mizing food waste. Large quanti-
ties of meatball stromboli are no
longer prepared at 10 a.m. and left
out all afternoon, and students can
House here to stay?
Dean of Residential Life to use
the space as needed."
The crisis was averted and no
one was left unhoused. However
the solution did not come without
some creative placement by the
office of Residential Life. Three
sophomore females live in the
Lewis staff apartment, and a small
number of sophomore men re-
ceived summer housing in Fan-Hall- .
Through the situation was re-
solved, it highlights a couple of
challenges about housing at
Kenyon. The first is that there are
a number of students living off of
campus "illegally;" that is, with- -
Kevin Guckes
The Football House' is on the corner of Acland and Duff streets.
Kenyon bought the house this year, and five people are livinh there.
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Students seek their food in the redesigned Peirce Hall servery, which is
now run on a "scramble" system, featureing self-serv- e food options.
now dish out as much or as
little vegetable stir-fr- y as they'd
like. As Gebele states, "We hope
to have everyone eat what they take.
No one likes to see food get thrown
away." RFoC has also implemented
menu diversifications to further
satisfying student needs, creating
dishes students will actually fin-
ish and enjoy eating.
As far as employee reaction
to the new service goes, opinions
out permission from Residential
Life. Some of these students still
take up a space on campus. "The
guy who owns the Milk Cartons
hands me a sheet of who signed
the leases," he continued, "there
are a number let's say 20, who are
living off campus illegally." As
Brown elaborates, "If those who
live off campus gave up their spot
on-camp- us instead of allowing
their roomate to have a double
single, then we would have more
spaces for those left without hous-
ing at the end of the summer."
Kenyon has yet to punish
those who occupy spaces on cam-
pus in name only, while in reality
living off-camp-us. Barbuto ex-
plained, "some schools, they won't
let you register for
classes. ..effectively kicking you
out of school if they find a stu-
dent living off campus illegally. ...
We don't have a policy."
So while Kenyon has solved
the housing problem for this year,
there does not yet appear to be a
more permanent solution to the
housing issues Barbuto referred to
the Duff Street house as an "one
year stopgap."
When asked whether she
thought their was analternative to
the use of the Duff Street house for
student housing, Brown said,
"There was a lack of available
space on left on campus, so I do
not think that the use of the House
on Duff Street was avoidable. The
only alternative is that there could
be a discussion about who was
moved into the spaces freed up on
campus by the men who moved
into the house on Duff Street."
to Kenyon dining
are varied. The attempt to convert
a college dining hall service into a
faux restaurant has caused confu-
sion and dissatisfaction with many.
As the bar raises regarding food
quality, speedy turnover, and pre-
sentation, so too does the level of
responsibility. Operating with the
same staff size as in previous
years, many employees are ear-
nestly saying, "We can only do so
much!" Some dining hall servers
Council talks housing
BY IAN KERR-DALTO- N
Staff Reporter
Several concerns were ad-
dressed at last Sunday's Student
Council, the first of which was cam-
pus housing. Taya Brown, chair of
the Housing and Grounds commit-
tee, read a letter from Dean of Resi-
dential Life George Barbuto, sent
in response to recent criticism of his
handling of the summer housing
crunch, especially his creation of
what many have called the "Foot-
ball House."
Barbuto's letter explained his
decision as one made out of "need
and necessity." He also emphasized
that the house on Duff Street is a
temporary solution, a "stop-gap- "
solution, in his words, and that Resi-
dential Life has no plans to use it
after this year.
After reading the letter, Brown
said that she and the Housing and
Grounds Committee were still not
completely satisfied with the expla-
nation, though she recognized Dean
Barbuto's right to make those deci-
sions. Brown did not go into spe-
cifics, saying only that "it may not
have been the best decision." She
further suggested that Barbuto's
poor handling of the situation may
have been due to the fact that he had
only recently arrived on campus,
and because he was new at the job,
"he may not have really known
what he was doing."
Student Council PresidentTom
Susman then turned the discussion
to the recent defacing of a Unity
House flyer. Unity House Manager
Tom Schlesinger-Guidel- li gave an
account of the vandalism and
The Kenyon Collegian
also miss the daily interaction they
had with students whom they had
been serving every day for the last
few years, and the efficiency which
accompanies such service. Stu-
dents miss such interaction as well.
Gund employees, on the other
hand, are simply wondering why
no significant changes were imple-
mented in their servery. Gund will
have to wait until next year before
any changes may occur, the only
major plan at the moment being the
installation of "sneeze-guards- "
over the new self-serv- e food areas.
Fortunately, students will not
incur any of the cost difference re-
sulting from this dining service
switch, "except for the standard
inflationary increase to the meal
plan," states Gebele. Aramark it-
self assumed the cost of the
changes necessary to incorporate
RFoC into Peirce hall, in exchange
for a contract extension with
Kenyon College. As the manage-
ment states, "This is not a trial pe-
riod." RFoC, it seems, is here to
stay. However, as Gebele states,
"RFoC can and will change. We
are always looking for input from
students to help with the change.
Students can get involved in the
Food Committee, talk to the man-
agers or participate in surveys so
we know what you the students
want to see."
passed the sign with "QUEERS"
written in marker around the table.
He said the incident occurred in a
"north residence hall," and was the
first such incident this year.
Tom Susman agreed that the in-
cident is a serious concern for
Kenyon. Several members agreed to
draft an open letter to the Kenyon
community on behalf of Student
Council.
Last on the Council's agenda
was a conversation about the Five
Year Plan for the future of the cam-
pus. Given the wide range of con-
cerns among members, the discus-
sion was fragmented, and it mostly
served as a preamble for the meet-
ing with GrahaovGund that took
place later in the week.
However, rfiahy students shared
the feeling that Graham Gund and the
campus administration are insensitive
to student ideas about the future of
Kenyon's campus". Gund's recent visit
to campus seems to have been meant
to address that feeling, but whether he
was effective in assuaging student
anxiety and anger remains to be seen.
Recent environmental questions
have also brought this concern to pub-
lic attention. Senate Student Co-Cha-ir
Kirsten Bierlein cited the Fitness and
Recreation Center as an example of
"irresponsible" building, saying that
Kenyon's idea of. environmentally-friendl- y
design focuses on the aesthetic
element ofgreen space and not enough
on the use of resources like electricity
and water.
Next week, the Student Council
plans to discuss the new regulations
about drinking games. These were
enacted during the summer without
input from student government.
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Middle Ground hopes to be hangout for entire Village
BY WILLOW BELDEN
Staff Reporter
Middle Ground, the new cafe
that will be replacing the Red Door
Cafe on the corner of Wiggin
Street and Gaskin Avenue, is
scheduled to open in late Septem-
ber or early October and will fea-
ture organic gourmet foods and
specialty coffees, according to its
proprietor Joel Gunderson.
"We wanted to give the place
a fresh look and have it be some-
thing new," Gunderson says.
Hence, the building is undergoing
extensive remodeling, and
Gunderson says that Middle
Ground will be very different from
the Red Door in a number of ways.
To begin with, the so-call- ed
KC (formerly used as a welcome
center during special occasions
like Commencement, Parents
Weekend and Reunion Weekend)
will be incorporated into Middle
Ground.
According to Gunderson, the
cafe will feature large new win-
dows, the original pressed tin ceil-
ing, a long curved counter made
of brushed aluminum and birch
panels, booths, couches and easy
chairs.
"We want this place to be a
place that people can hang out and
enjoy," Gunderson explains. "This
corner is probably the most highly
trafficked corner on campus ...
This will be the corner where you
peek in and see your friends sit-
ting there on the couches and easy
chairs having a good time, and you
stop in."
Gunderson adds that a weekly
coffee house series will host con-
certs by local artists. He says he
also hopes to have open mic nights,
"dinner-and-movi- e" nights featur-
ing old black and white films, and
evenings set aside for making
s'mores in the fire place. Student
suggestions, he says, are always
welcome.
The atmosphere, however, is
not the only thing that should be
good about Middle Ground,
Gunderson asserts. "The student
body here is cosmopolitan," he
says, "and they're accustomed to
having world caliber food, and I
think that's something that has
been sorely lacking here . I think
Middle Ground is going to be up
to snuff for people that are used to
cosmopolitan food."
Middle Ground will have an
extensive gourmet breakfast and
lunch menu, as well as late night
fare for "students who get the
munchies around 10:00 or 1 1 :00."
"Our focus is on local produce
and meats, and also on organic
things," Gunderson adds. All meat
and produce for the cafe will come
from nearby organic farms. The
Broken Rocks bakery in
Loudonville, Ohio will supply
fresh bread. The Bean to Cup cof-
fee shop in Howard, which, ac-
cording to its proprietors Joani and
Tim Lundy, supplies many busi-
nesses in the area-- , will provide
freshly roasted coffee daily.
The Middle Ground menu
will change from day to day and
season to season so as to use the
freshest local produce, but
Gunderson assures that vegetarian
and non-vegetari- an options, home-
made soups and salads, panini
sandwiches, fresh-cu- t fries and
sweet potato fries, interesting dips
and specialties like hummus plates
will always be available.
In response to popular de-
mand, milkshakes will be on the
menu, as will chai, hot cider and a
large variety --of specialty coffee
drinks.
In addition to supplying good-qualit- y
food, Gunderson says that
he places high priority on quick
service because students are often
in a hurry. The cafe's new ground
plan, he asserts, will ease conges-
tion; and he plans to hire a num-
ber of staff members to keep things
running smoothly.
Gunderson, who grew up in
the Gambier area but has most
recently been living in New York
and New Jersey, took over the
cafe in early June, after the Red
Door closed. This will be his first
experience with restaurant man-
agement. He will be running the
cafe with his wife, Margaret
Lewis, and their friend Jason
Adelman, who is the proprietor
of a popular restaurant and bar in
Oberlin, Ohio.
Gunderson says that running
a restaurant is something he and
Lewis have always been interested
in. "We've been eating all organic
in New York for five years," he ex-
plains. "My wife worked in the
medical field ... She did a lot of
focus on nutrition and natural rem-
edies for her clients. Food ... has
always been a great interest of
hers, and we both love to cook
gourmet things at home. Sourcing
delicious local foodsand cooking
with them has been a passion of
ours for years and years ... So we
thought it would be fun to run a
great little organic cafe."
Gunderson adds that he and
Lewis had a farm share in New
York, and that Lewis later became
the regional coordinator for the
Purple Dragon Co-o- p.
Gunderson explains the
choice of name for the cafe, point-
ing out that "Middle Ground"
means many things at once: the
name is a play on "Middle Path",
the cafe is in the middle of town
and "ground" is an allusion to cof-
fee grounds.
In addition, he says, '"Middle
Ground' suggests that it's a meet-
ing place for everyone. Everyone
is welcome, everyone can come in,
take a time out from studying, and
eat some good food that will nour-
ish the body and the mind."
"We want to be a part of the
community," Gunderson contin-
ues. "Since I grew up here, I al-
most feel a sense of responsibility
to Kenyon and the community."
What Kenyon is missing, he
asserts, is "a great place for the stu- -
The new cafe will serve a variety of
dents to hang out ... I think our
place is going to be unlike any- -
thing anyone has seen here be- -
fore."
Scholar, alumnus Roelofs dies
BY AMY BERGEN
News Editor
Hugh Cameron Roelofs '79
was an English student at
Kenyon, a familiar breed, but a
man remembered as much for his
humility and good nature as his
passion for literature. His death
on Aug. 4, 2003, in Columbus'
Riverside Hospital after a brief
illness, ended a lifetime of liv-
ing in and serving the Gambier
community. Roelofs graduated
from and later taught at Mount
Vernon High School, graduated
with a synoptic major in English
literature and art history from
Kenyon, and worked as a cata-
loguer in the Kenyon library. The
community's memories of
Roelofs are full of superlatives.
"He was the most tender-
hearted man I have ever met,"
said Carolyn Allar, a library cata-
loguer and coworker with
Roelofs.
"He was the firmest friend
any student had, and the students
knew it," said Kelly McLarnan,
a former student of Roelofs who '
corresponded with him for years.
"He was incredibly loving
and caring," said Noble Jones
'97, one of Roelofs' friends. "He
loved sharing his love of books
and music, and fellowship with
his friends."
Roelofs' love of literature
permeated his entire career, es-
pecially his job as an English
teacher and advisor to the high
school literary magazine. "As a
teacher, Hugh was unusual,"
McLarnan recalled."His vision
for the job was quite a bit differ-
ent. We read books, sometimes
the most boring kind, in Ameri-
can literature. But even the most
boring stuff ... he could help you
relate to. His manner of teach
2
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food, from gourmet to organic and
Middle Ground will be open
from seven a.m. until midnight on
weekdays, and will have similar
weekend hours. In addition,
ing, though, depended very
heavily on students discovering
for themselves ... He encouraged
students to work through things
by writing them and creating
them."
"His students adored him and
looked forward to his classes," said
Rita Dailey, a teacher at Mount
Vemon High School. "He some-
times had trouble getting papers
graded and returned in a timely
manner because he took the job so
seriously and agonized over what
to say to each student to motivate,
encourage and improve."
His modesty was also well-know- n.
According to McLarnan,
"His demeanor was quiet and of-
ten nervous in the classroom. He
confided in me years later that he
was scared to get up in front of
the classroom and teach students
whom he saw the world in."
Dailey added that, despite
Roelofs' modesty, "His lectures
were wonderful, and teachers
were known to stand in the hall-
way outside his door to hear his
comments and discussions."
"Throughout my years in col-
lege, I would bring papers to Hugh
for insight," said McLarnan, who
added that Roelofs influenced her
own decision to go into teaching.
Roelofs left his teaching job in
1994 to pursue other interests, in-
cluding teaching English to in-
mates at an Ohio prison, before
joining the Kenyon library staff.
"He was really interested in
the books, of course, especially the
classics and art," Allar said.
"Cataloging the classics can be
kind of complicated. He was sort
of our expert." Roelofs "was par-
ticularly suited to work on his
own," she adds. "He was very shy
... yet he was interested in every-
thing, he could talk about
-- ' t
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even vergetarian.
Gunderson expresses an interest in
bringing complimentary coffee to
the library during reading periods
before exams.
His academic interests ex-
tended to his personal life. Ac-
cording to Jones, "He loved read-
ing the Times, following up book
reviews in there ... He loved ex-
ploring new modern literature
and he'd sort of make us rehash
old classics that we'd forgotten."
Jones added that "He was an af-
icionado of New York Times
crosswords." "He used to sit on
the patio of Farr Hall and do
crosswords,"' Allar remembers.
Roelofs was as well-love- d
as he was well-respecte- d. "Stu-
dents often came to him with any
kind of problem," said
McLarnan. "He would never tell
a secret."
"He couldn't stand bad news,"
Allar said. "If anyone around him
had a heartache, he was devastated."
He was also 'Very concerned about
everybody's safety, including the
maintenance man who used to drive
his car at warp speed."
Roelofs, the son of former
Kenyon English professor Gerrit
Roelofs, was a Gambier legacy
with deep respect for his family.
Allar recalled that "his great-great-grandfat- her
worked in a
crafts community and Roelofs'
house was just full of his furni-
ture. He was very proud of his
family heritage and the work his
father did."
"The strange thing about
Hugh," Jones said, "is that he
would hate having attention drawn
to himself." He mentioned the im-
portance of "making sure the sto-
ries Roelofs had to tell stay
alive."
"He was a gentleman," said
Allar, "and also a gentle man, which
there are not enough of."
Roelofs' burial will be private
in the College cemetery, and a me-
morial service remains to be
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'Beautiful and Brutal' Shaw exibit opens Olin season
Cincinnati-base- d artists Thorn Stamps' 'Inner SanctumsUrban Sanctities' exibit confronts
Christianity, mortality and ballances 'unusual surrealist feel' with 'painful grounding in reality'
BY TED HORNICK-Staf- f
Writer
Using a comic-stri- p like
style, rooted in his background as
a commercial graphics artist and
cartoonist, Shaw's work balances
an unusual surrealist feel with a
painful grounding in reality. The
first art exhibit on display in Olin
Art Gallery is '"Inner Sanctums
Urban Sanctities," a collection of
20 ink drawings, paintings and
woodcuts by Cincinnati artist
Thorn Shaw..
Take Shaw's Malcolm X
Paradox series. Its name comes
from the period following contro-
versial leader Malcolm X's return
to the United States after his pil-
grimage to Mecca. During this
time, he was filled with a desire
to create unity among all races.
The paradox lies in contrasting
X's goal with the horrors of gang
violence at the time.
For this series, Shaw spent
two years collecting gang mem-
bers' life stories. The resulting
artwork is defiant and brutal.
For example, 1991's The
Malcolm X Paradox 1 shows
two gang members' heads ex-
ploding as they shoot each other.
The piece combines the symme-
try of a Rorschach inkblot with
the chaos of Ralph Steadman's
War All the Time combines ferocity and poinancy
Thursday's new album 'captures snapshot of modern American life,' not just agressive punch
BY DAN ALPER
Music Critic
If you are looking for a
soundtrack for these chaotic
times, something to blast on your
dorm-roo- m stereo at 11 p.m. as
Dubya throttles us towards yet
another confrontation, you could
do worse than Thursday's new
opus, War All The Time their
first for new major label com-
pany Island Records. War cap-
tures a snapshot of modern
American life the chaos, the
drama, the hurt, the anger, the
pain, the joy.
The 1 1 tracks featured on War
contain equal parts of burn-the-place-do- wn
hardcore ferocity and
hauntingly poignant moments of
melody. The album even features
a ballad of sorts, the captivatingly
titled "This Song Is Brought To
You By A Falling Bomb." Despite
the name, the album is not overtly
political, but it is instead focused
on the friction inherent in relations
with other people.
Thursday is a hardcore band,
yet they have always added bursts
of melody and scream-fille- d rants
into the mix. This has led some
pundits to peg them with the
dreaded "emo" tag. Make no mis-
take Dashboard Confessional
they are not. On War All The Time,
mm
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Thorn Shaw's art exibit will open Olin's fall season with works such as
this "The Malcolm X Paradox: Whatcha Gonna Do?" (2002).
gonzo drawings, as the two
men's arms are tangled to an ex- -
tent that suggests they are actu-
ally killing themselves. In The
Malcolm X Paradox: Poverty's
Paradise (2001), a drug addict
clutches her baby as she
scrambles to prepare herself a
heroin fix.
The exhibit also showcases
a series of Shaw's self-portrai-ts,
they have managed to further re-
fine their sound, blurring the lines
between thrash and melody.
Whereas two years ago these songs
would have been simply stagger-
ing floor stompers, Ricky and the
band have developed the capabil-
ity to turn a simple hardcore num-
ber into a boisterous anthem.
A perfect example of this is
"Division St.," which is punctu-
ated by a rolling bassline and pum-melin- g
drums. However, as Ricky
explores the loss of memories, he
pauses to intone, "Hello? Hello?
Is anybody there?" before an-
nouncing, "Lights out on Division
St. I'm repeating, goodbye to the
memories."
Like much of the album, "Di-
vision St." deals with the process
of continuing to grow up, making
sense of what is often a confusing
and violent world, and moving on
from the past. Another example of
their growth, "Asleep in the
Chapel," questions faith not just
faith in organized religion, but
faith in general in other people,
oneself and the world.
"This Song Is Brought To
You By A Falling Bomb" starts
out with a simple yet haunting
piano melody, as Ricky croons,
"Do you hear the jet plane yawn-
ing miles across the sky? Hear
the garbage truck back down the
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
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which confront issues such as his
Christianity and his own mortal-
ity Shaw suffers from a heart
condition. In Self-Portrai-t: Abyss
(2000), a naked Shaw clutches the
edges of a cliff, as he is weighed
down by a ball and chain adorned
with a cross. Self -- Portrait: Wres-
tling with Principalities (2000)
portrays the devil clutching a
screaming Shaw in a chokehold as
boulevard, setting off the car
alarms as it passes by?" While
at first thought, a hardcore band
doing a somber two-minu- te pi-
ano ballad sounds like an awful
idea or a wonderful way to
drive away your fan base in
droves somehow, the boys
manage to pull it off.
While you'd expect a song
with the name of "War All The
Time" to be an aggressive punch
to the gut, it is actually a pensive
examination of a childhood that
expires far too fast amidst a com-
mercially driven culture. Admit-
tedly, comparing childhood to war
is a fairly cliche subject, but Ricky
paints childhood images, such as
dealing with the grisly death of his
best friend's father, being a 5-year- -old,
with enough poignancy that
you are able to look past the cli-
ches.
"In the shadow of the New
York skyline, we grew up too
fast, falling apart like the ashes
of American flags," Ricky com-
ments about his generation, over
a beautifully subtle guitar line
ar.d a slightly muted, bouncy
bass line.
When Ricky sings, "The kids
are still screaming," the band em-
ploys a chorus of teenagers to
chant "On and on and on" before
Ricky booms out, "War all the
a small Bible flies from the fray.
In many of these pieces, Shaw
bluntly displays his mortality by
presenting his stomach as an open
hole, with his heart sitting inside
for all to see.
Although Shaw's work is of-
ten fantastic, his two most pow-
erful pieces are two of his most
realistic and subdued. In The
Malcolm, X Paradox: Urban
Medals (2001), a boy sits at the
head of a staircase, clutching the
bars of the banister as his father is
arrested. The viewer sees from
over the boy's head, and the ban-
ister bars seem symbolic of those
in a prison, suggesting the boy is
trapped in a life that will parallel
his father's.
Shaw's Self-Portrai- t: Icon
(2000) shows him clutching his
knees in a corner. The walls
around him appear similar to those
of an insane asylum's padded cell,
and the artist appears to be com-
pletely alone. However, a small
undercurrent of hope is reduced,
as the walls appear to be crack-
ing. It's a piece that can create
empathy in anyone.
There's also a dark sense of
humor in Shaw's art. The one
piece on display that is neither a
self-portra- it nor from his inter-
view series is called The
Cyberspace Zombies (2003). It
time!"
Two years ago, this song
would have been beyond
Thursday's limits. However, it
like much of the album stands to
show just how much this band has
matured over the last two years,
and it gives a peek as to what this
band could do in the future.
Ricky has also grown as a
lyricist, painting images with
words and dropping lines that
stick, such as "Is that how it feels
when you don't even fit into your
own skin, and it's getting
tighter? Every day, I'm getting
smaller. If I keep holding my
breath, I'm going to disappear,"
The Kenyon Collegian
shows an army of drooling teens
who, in a comic book action bal-
loon, warn us, "Can't add or sub-
tract without a calculator!" Art
in America magazine is a con-
stant companion in several of
Shaw's self-portrait- s.
In both 1997. and '98, Shaw
was recognized as one of the 25
most influential people in the arts.
He has also been a finalist for the
Corbett Award, and had his work on
display in museums throughout
Ohio, which is how Shaw came to
the attention of Olin Art Gallery
Director Dan Younger, who dis-
played a portion of Shaw's show
"Paper Routes" three years ago.
"Bringing Shaw and his work
here satisfies a few of the more im-
portant goals of the Olin Art Gal-
lery," said Younger, "such as ex-
posing the Kenyon community to
the work of African-America- n art-
ists . . . and at the same time sup-
porting the work of regional art-
ists."
Shaw's work is not always
aesthetically pleasing. He has said
that he wants to depict things that
artists "aren't supposed" to talk
about, but his images are not
shocking just to be shocking.
Shaw's energetic work is both
beautiful and brutal, and as inspi-
rational as it is painful. The show
is on display until Sept. 27.
from "Signals Over The Air."
Guitarists Tom Kelley and Steve
Pedulla have also added stylized
flourish to each song to supple-
ment their usual hardcore feroc-
ity. Bassist Tim Payne and
Tucker Rule have expanded their
abilities, as well.
Throughout their career,
Thursday have gotten better with
each release. War All The Time is
no different, standing as the crown-
ing achievement in their young
careers. This album should see
them gaining more success and
respect, while also pointing as a
beacon toward even loftier
achievements to come.
17 people needed
who will be paid
to lose weight!
100 Natural!
Call Natalie
(740) 599-934- 8
The Kenyon Collegian
and eighteenth-centur- y music on instruments from the period. The pro-
gram will involve a sizable repertoire of secular music from seventeen-
th-century Spain. This music was originally written for solo in-
struments, and virtually no ensemble music survives. In addition to
their instrumental music, the members of the group have adapted sev-
eral Spanish dances for ensemble performance. These dances show
how music might have been performed using instruments of the time.
Chatham Baroque is based out of Pittsburg. Its members include
Julie Andrijeski on baroque violin, Patricia Halverson on viola de
gamba, and Scott Pauley on theorbo and baroque guitar.
In 1999, National Public Radio named the group "Best New Clas
sical Artist of 1999" and Early Music America gave them the "Early
Music Brings History Alive Award."
Jennifer Marie just loves getting on stage
Armed with a deep, mellifluous voice and a catalogue of jazzy,
piano-base- d pop songs, Marie is prepared to take on the music indus
try at full force. With two well-receiv- ed albums under her belt, and
the guidance of well-to-d- o record producer, Armand Petri, Marie is
establishing herself as a notable musician. One critic gushed that "hear
ing her sing, you realize that she is one of those rare artists who could
achieve both mainstream success and musical credibility at the same
time."
"Knowing I have this ability to sing and write, if I walked out on
that now I couldn't ever forgive myself," said Marie to Brooks Girsch,
senior editor ofbluejeanonline.com. "I'm not one who accepts defeat.
I'll take no and keep truckin'."
Marie counts the Allman Brothers, Carole King, and Joni Mitchell
Qmnno hpr minimi influences, and describes her sound as a "mix of
Sarah McLachlan's softness, Alanis Morissette's edge and Janis
Joplin's soul." Despite the impact other artists have had on her musi-
cally, however, Marie insists on the importance of "finding your own
voice." "It's not about trying to sing songs the way other people sing
them," she said.
Marie will perform at Kenyon this upcoming Saturday at 1 1 p.m.
in the Horn Gallery. "I love getting on stage, playing my songs and
getting in that groove where people are feeling that vibe," Marie says
"That's what makes all the in-betw- een stuff worth it."
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Once Upon a Time in Mexico is a "triumph of style over substance."
Dafoe. Barillo has plans to over-
throw the Mexican president with
the help of General Marquez, and
Sands means to kill them both af-
ter the coup but before they can
take power themselves.
A big enough rat to use the
less savvy ones to his advantage,
Depp epitomizes the philosophy of
kicking away the ladder once
Baroque ensemble 'brings history to life'
On Thursday, Sept. 25, Chatham Baroque, an acclaimed ensemble
will perform called "Espanoleta: Baroque Instrumental Music from
Spain and Latin America" as part of the Taylor Concert Series. They
will perform in Rosse Hall auditorium at 8 p.m. The concert is free and
open to the public.
Catham Baroque specializes in the performance of seventeenth
you're at the top. His is not a cam-
paign for good over evil, but rather
for achieving a balance between
the two. Rodriguez grossly over-caricatur- es
this point, when he has
Sands shoot and kill a cook for
making the best pork in the coun-
try.
Though he has no genuine
sympathy for the men he employs
to do his bidding, Sands harnesses
their tortured histories by unleash- -
I ing from them a long-burie- d de-- ;
.
sire for revenge. The man with the
most lethal desires is El Mariachi,
j a reprisal of Antonio Banderas'
. character in Desperado. El
v" J 'i Mariachi comes to us first as a leg
f ,
J 'II j
end and men in person once a
violent force to be reckoned with
for the evildoers of Mexico, but
now just a lone drifter plagued by
memories of his slain wife Caro-
lina (Salma Hayek).
Marquez is an enticing target
to El Mariachi, for it was he who
killed his wife and baby. Hayek
gets billed above Depp in the open-
ing credits, but we see her charac-
ter only through rather languid
flashbacks, which shadow the de-
cisions made by her mourning hus-
band. Fortunately, these memories
may make him pout but they do
not make him any less adept at
wielding a guitar-case-turned-semi-automa- tic.
Banderas is joined by Enrique
Iglesias and Marco Leonardi as
Lorenzo and Fideo, El Mariachi's
trusty sidekicks. Though Lorenzo
is a male dancer and Fideo a drunk,
they are also gifted musicians with
deadly aim, and El Mariachi en- -
Acclaimed Johnny
Cash dead at age 7 1
58-ye- ar music career ends Friday morning
BY TED HORNICK
StaffWriter
The moming of Friday, Sept.
12 saw the death of musical leg-
end Johnny Cash. A true hero of
American culture and music, Cash
succumbed to respiratory problems
caused by complications from dia-
betes. He was 71.
Cash was bom February 26,
1932, in Kingsland, Ark. Inspired
by country radio, he began writing
songs when he was 12 and started
singing on Blytheville, Ark.'s
KLCN radio station while still in
high sctibol. He went on to sign
with Sun Records, the first of sev-
eral labels that produced his mu-
sic over the next 48 years.
Cash's music, a rockabilly
sound combining country roots
with the style of early rock and roll,
often showcased sadder and darker
themes than that of his comrades,
such as Elvis Presley. However,
there was often an undercurrent of
hope and, more notably, love run-
ning through his songs. With hits
under his belt such as "Ring of
Fire," "Man in Black," "I Walk the
Line" and "Folsom Prison Blues,"
Cash cemented his position as not
only a definitive country rock per-
former, but one of the greatest
musicians of all time. He would
go on to be accepted into both the
Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and
the Country Music Hall of Fame,
win 11 Grammys and sell more
"But till we start to make a move
to make a few things right,
You'll never see me wear a suit
of white.
Oh I'd love to wear a rainbow
everyday and tell the world
that everything's okay
But I' 11 try to carry off a little dark
ness on my back
Till things are brighter, I'm the
Man in Black."
Johnny Cash,
"Man in Black."
than 50 million records. Most re-
cently, the music video for his
cover of the Nine Inch Nails song
"Hurt" won an MTV Video Music
Award for Best Cinematography.
Cash's death comes barely
four months after that of his wife,
June Carter Cash, whom he mar-
ried in 1968. With her help and
support, Cash was able to over-
come a severe drug problem, find
God in Christianity and find a kin-
dred spirit in creating music.
On Monday, funeral services
were held for Cash in
Hendersonville, Tenni Musicians
in attendance included Kris
Kristofferson, Sheryl Crow,
Emmylou Harris and Hank Will-
iams Jr. The world has lost a leg-
end, survived by seven children
including country singer Roseanne
Cash 16 grandchildren, three
great-grandchildr- en and an immor-
tal legacy of music.
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Rodriguez's stylistic film is no onscreen fairytale
Once Upon a Time in Mexico asks Depp, Banderas and Iglesias to moderate story of Mexican politics
BY JESSIE KATZ
Film Critic
Once Upon a Time in Mexico
is a sure triumph of style over sub-
stance, though perhaps legiti-
mately so. The contrived, overly
simplistic story of drug lords,
coups de tat and the CIA plays sec-
ond fiddle to director Robert
Rodriguez's paramour that is
Mexico itself golden and dusty
and protector to those who love it
for the right reasons. What is most
important to Rodriguez is rarely
articulated, except perhaps
through the music his heroes play
to express solace, sorrowful nos-
talgia or the fury of vengeance.
So if style is, in effect, the
substance itself, Once Upon A
Time can claim its place among the
few films of its genre that owe as
much to cinematography and art
direction as they do to stunt coor-
dinating and special effects.
Of course, we can rely on
Johnny Depp to cut any lyricism
down to size when called upon,
which he does adroitly as Agent
Sands, an unsentimental CIA man
who must organize the assassina-
tion of drug lord Barillo, played
by a tanned and mustached Willem
jy --fx
L A.
3 in lists them to get Marquez. Fortu-nately for us, they also play comic
relief to his all-too-anguis- hed
straight man. As with any "action"
film, the deaths in the end outnum-
ber the list of intended victims by
at least 50-to-on- e. This serves,
however, as a fitting preamble to
the final vision of the last man
standing.
Like Sergio Leone before
him, whose Once Upon a Time in
the West and Once Upon a Time in
America are unmistakably invoked
by this title, Rodriguez pastes lin-
gering face shots with bustling
landscapes, pitting the vastness of
human memory and emotion
against the constant change and
commotion that compound them.
Though the exaggerated violence
and treacheries come off as more
legend than truth, in its own gen-
uine, self-contain- ed way, Once
Upon a Time in Mexico conveys
the authenticity of a dream that lin-
gers until the next night's sleep.
I nhis tQctk at
11535 Upper Gilchrist Road
Mount Vernon
Movie-lin-e: 392-222- 0
Once Upon a Time in Mexico
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Marathon reading brings Joyce's Ulysses to Kenyon
McMullen's vision will carry Joyce's famous novel from graveyard to library artium in 24-ho- ur reading
BY LINDSAY WARNER
A&E Editor
"I expect a hard core of en-
thusiasts to maintain the reading,
but I hope the rest of the Kenyon
community will feel free to step
up and take a turn," said Associ-
ate Professor of English Kim
McMullen, who is organizing a
24-ho- ur marathon reading of
James Joyce's Ulysses.
McMullen's James Joyce
seminar initiated the presentation,
prompted by a similar marathon
reading of Milton's Paradise Lost
and Faulkner's As I Lay Dying by
a group of English majors eight
years ago. Ulysses is particularly
well suited to verbalization, as it
is a novel of famed linguistic
rhythm, and McMullen said she
hopes the reading will "help stu-
dents enjoy a novel they might be
afraid to approach on their own."
Each speaker will read about
100 lines, and McMullen hopes to
employ several "celebrity readers,"
Italian for Beginners (2002)
Friday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
In 1995, certain directors in
Denmark decided to take a stand
against the increased use of effects
and the unreality of plotlines in
modern film. These directors,
among them Thomas Vinterberg
and Lars von Trier, developed a
few principles for making modern
film a more accurate representa
tion of real life. This manifesto,
known as the "Dogme '95," is the
attempt of these purist directors to
both rescue modern film from its
downward spiral and provide a set
of guidelines for young, developi-
ng directors. Though critics have
complained about the dulled- -
down style and boring nature of
most of the Dogme '95 films, one
movie that changed many minds
about the style is Lone Scherfig's
Italian for Beginners.
This character-drive- n roman
tic comedy opens at a Danish
church, where a new minister
r
Andles W. Berthelsen stars in Lone
such as other faculty members.
Each reader will receive a com-memorative't-sh- irt,
with art contrib-
uted by Margaret McGuire '04.
The marathon will take place
"I Hope to expand the walls of the classroom
through this marathon reading , and hope that
many will enter into the carnival spirit en-
couraged by various locations "
Kim McMullen
primarily in Peirce Lounge, begin-
ning Saturday at 8 a.m., but will
also periodically move to other
on-camp- us locations, as often as
the setting of the novel can be ac-
commodated. Each chapter is set
in a different location in Dublin
and is associated with a different
discipline in the liberal arts, such
as theology, history, architecture
and politics. Readers will re-cre- ate
Chapter 6, which involves a fu- -
(Andels W. Berthelsen) has been
sent to revive the community's
spirituality. This minister, a wid-
ower, meets several lonely-hearte- d
locals through a companion at his
inn. Four of the residents are at-
tending rudimentary Italian
classes, and the two others are por-
trayed as native Italians.
Amongst these people,
Scherfig portrays the rebirth of the
town, as well as a renewal of lost
loves. The most triumphant sec-
tions of Italian for Beginners fo-
cus on the truly heartfelt perfor-
mances and emotional outcries of
this crew of Danish actors. The
lightness and warmth of the film
pervades into even the darkest of
subplots, most of which focus on
the deaths of parents. Getting back
to the basics of the Dogme '95
movement, Scherfig the series'
first female director creates a
film that exemplifies life and the
people who live it, showcasing
their everyday routine and cel-
ebrating it exuberantly.
imdb.com
Scherfig's Italian for Beginners.
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
neral, in the graveyard. The library
atrium will also be invaded to re-ena- ct
the atrium of Ireland's Na-
tional Library. Not all settings will
be able to be duplicated, such as
one chapter set in a brothel with
an estimated reading time of four
to five hours.
The official celebration of
Joyce's Ulysses would most likely
commemorate this particular
chapter at its original, seedy loca-
tion, as the annual celebration of
Bloomsday is held June 16 in
Dublin. The celebration was first
initiated in 1954, when a group of
Irish writers traveled around
The Fast Runner (Atanarjuat)
(2002)
Saturday, 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
The first film to make a stand
for the beautiful, crisp nature of
digital filmv first-tim- e director
Zacharias Kunuk's The Fast Run-
ner (Atanarjuat) is, at the very
least, an absolutely beautiful piece.
From its opening shots to its
closing fade, Kunuk's digital
camerawork is far-and-aw- ay the
most realistic representation of
nature and surroundings ever put
to film. Fortunately, Kunuk's
backdrop is the dazzling North
Canadian Arctic region, and the
story he presents is worthy of its
beautiful surroundings.
At the opening of the film,
Tulimaq promises his wife that,
one day, their sons Amaqjuaq (The
Strong One) and Atanarjuat (The
Fast Runner) will provide for them
and right the injustices that run
rampant in their tribe. As the two
boys grow up, they --become the
best hunters in the tribe superior
to Oki, son of the tribal chief
Sauri. Atuat, a young woman
promised to Oki, falls in love with
Atanarjuat. Jealous, Oki sets out
to get revenge on Atanarjuat and
his family.
Winning the Cannes Camera
d'or, The Fast Runner (Atan-
arjuat) is a truly captivating ex-
perience. It transports the viewer
into another time and place, fill-
ing the senses with the experi-
ence of living in the beautiful
landscape it portrays. The film
does run at an endurance-testin- g
172 minutes, but each frame of
each scene is vital to the film's
beauty. The first film made en-
tirely in the Inuktitut language,
The Fast Runner (Atanarjuat) is
nothing short of a dazzling
Dublin in carriages with the intent
of visiting all of Joyce's chapter lo-
cations. Their literary aspirations
were quickly halted in various
Dublin pubs, but literary enthusi-
asts today carry on this tradition,
accompanied by much feasting
and singing. Pubs and other lo-
cations mentioned in the novel are
traditionally visited by these
merry readers, often dressed in
period-appropria- te clothing, and
McMullen hopes Kenyon readers
can achieve this spirit of festiv-
ity, as well.
"I hope to expand the walls
of the classroom through this
marathon reading and hope that
many will enter into the carnival
spirit encouraged by the various
locations," said McMullen.
The reading is sponsored by
the Kenyon Community Develop-
ment Fund and also funded by a
grant from Richard Spinner '63,
who wanted to promote co-cur-ricu- lar
activities at Kenyon. The
grant, for which professors can
T 1
imdb.com
Catherine Zeta-Jon- es dazzles audiences in last year's Chicago.
Chicago (2002)
Wednesday, 10:15 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
Few moviegoers missed out on
2002's Academy Award winner for
Best Motion Picture, Chicago. Ron
Marshall's silver-scree- n adaptation
of Bob Fosse's Tony Award-winnin- g
musical has almost everything
any filmgoer could want, from ar-
tistic costumes and set design to
fantastic musical numbers and act-
ing performances. Chicago took
home six Academy Awards, as well
as the Golden Globe for Best Pic-
ture, MusicalComedy. Firing on all
cylinders, Chicago is what some
could consider the total film expe-
rience.
Chicago opens with semi-heroi- ne
Roxie Hart (Renee Zellweger,
Nurse Betty) dreaming of becoming
a star of the Chicago club scene and
idolizing Velma Kelly (Catherine
Zeta-Jone- s, Traffic). When Roxie's
tryst with a furniture salesman goes
awry, so does her plan to pin the
murder of her lover on her unsus
The Kenyon Collegian 7
apply, offers money to send stu-
dents to film festivals, provide
funds for ethnic and cultural
feasts and support other activities
that promote learning in an origi-
nal manner.
McMullen said she would be
sending out an e-m- ail every
three hours during the marathon
to tell the campus of the
reading's current location. The
marathon will conclude after all
644 pages have been delivered,
a task of epic proportions to
match the literary genius of one
of literature's greats.
if? Vn Ctt
What: Marathon
Reading of Ulysses
When: Starting Sat., 8
a.m.
Where: Starting in
Peirce Lounge
pecting husband (John C. Reilly,
Magnolia). Roxie finds herself
in the slammer, under the com-
mand of Matron "Mama"
Morton (Queen Latifah, Bring-
ing out the Dead), and alongside
her idol Kelly. Roxie pleads with
hotshot lawyer Billy Flynn (Ri-
chard Gere, Primal Fear), and
together they attempt to take
Chicago by storm.
Starting with the set design
and costume concepts, Chicago
is a fantastic adaptation of a
Broadway stage play. Marshall
pays strict attention to detail
when intermingling scenes be-
tween reality and the stage. The
acting performances also high-
light this film, led by Zeta-Jones- 's
Oscar-winnin- g role as
Velma Kelly. With its 13 Oscar
nominations and six awards, it
seems clear that Chicago was
the public's number one target
for praise and applause this past
award season":
Brian Shiller
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Plan input should be more than advisory
tw KVnvnn and Gambier had the opportunity to meet with the
man who will most likely design the future of campus world-renown- ed
architect Graham Gund '63, who has developed Morer riau, me science quuu,
rho Fat renter and the new Fitness. Recreation and Athletics (FRA) com
plex, and who has now been hired to create a new Master Plan tor campus
Viewing a slide-sho- w presentation ot his arcnitecture, n is ueai u iai vjuim
is a brilliant artist From a contest-winnin-g plan for an environmentally sus-
tainable building in Washington to hotels for Disney, Gund's work is breath-
taking, and many of his slides resulted in audible gasps of delight from the
audience. A theme that resonated throughout these slides is that each time
nhvrr, rmH Arrhiterts undertakes a new project, the members of this firmVJ1U11U111 vjuiiu
do their research and try to make the building fit into its surroundings. We are
lucky to have an architect as gifted as Gund interested in tne campus.
But brilliant architecture does not ensure a brilliant development, and the
Master Plan process is about much more than buildings. As evidenced by
the
passionate comment and question offered at three public meetings with Gund,
the Plan is about the atmosphere ana spini inuecu, mc vciy
Hill. In each of these meetings, Gund and the three college employees uns-
eeing the Plan process stressed that they were not "presenting" the future of
campus development, but seeking input from the community.
At fi,vt nnhlir fathering a Village Council meeting two com
ments from residents stood out 'This hill, Gambier Hill, hasn't grown much
at all since Philander Chase first stepped on it" said resident Cy Wainscott '1
think that at some point, the Village and the College nave ra reauze uuu
there's a point where we just can't build any more here."
u;o ;t ic imnnrtant on a Hill with limited size, even a beautiful new1 1AU11 u uupv. .v
structure may mean the loss of an older building. Though some Kenyon build
ings are humble the academic houses are not casues, ana me gds m.
not a tourist destination-t- hey are vital parts of this community,
and every
member, students and villagers alike, should defend this heritage.
Such a defense of "our Gambier" could easily lead to a misguided attack
on Gund's architectural brilliance. A second resident Stu Poland,
addressed
this as well. "I know from past experiences in the development mdustry
that;; Hpveloning brine fear and change," he said. "When we alllALIXUlJ LCiii-- J ww. c -
work together ... we will keep the power as a commuimy u -s-
how up and voice our opinions, and in that happening, only good can
come.
We commend Gund and Kenyon tor proviaing a uiaii u,
ions both at the meetings and on a proposed online message board, but
more
dialogue is necessary. The community should be given more than an
advisory
role In 1991, the Master Plan was approved by a large committee,
which
:, .'. .L-ntat- i v frnm throughout the community. While no such com- -U1UUUCU icuivovnutu t w cr f
mittee exists today, the Plan should be piacea oeiore uic BUy.u..B -t-
he constituencies it will affect within the College, Village and College
Town-
ship and these bodies
to step up to thisIt is the responsibility of both Kenyon
task, and give the Plan an open and critical review before giving it
consent
After all the future of a campus, a community and a way of life depend
on it
OUice:Lhase lowaaiLKun. Center,- Gamb.er, OH 4302Z
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necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Censoring history, punishing public faith
ACLU sets disturbing precedent by tearing down CA war memorial
BY MIKE LUDDERS
Opinions Page Editor
Over the summer, the South
California ACLU successfully se-
cured a court order which forces the
state government to tear down a
veterans' memorial which includes
a large Christian cross. In America
where we struggle with so much
doubt over so little living history
this injunction must be condemned
as an act of identity theft that we
cannot afford.
On the surface, the case made
by the National ACLU for their
action seems clear. Mojave National
Preserve, the park where the simple
monument is located, is federal land.
It is true that the monument consists
of a plaque and a huge cross, at
which a small evangelical commu-
nity celebrates Easter each year. If
seen only in the present thissitua-tio- n
looks like an act of
state-sponsor- ed religion.
However, investigate the past
of the place, and a whole new truth
emerges. The monument in fact pre-
dates the national park by over 60
years. A widowed prospector built
it as a tribute to friends who died
fighting in the First World War . He
built the monument with his own
hands, on his own land. He en-
trusted it to members of his small
church before he died, who main-
tain it as a link to their past at no
expense to anyone else. In 1990,
one of the prospector's heirs sold
his land to California, and it became
a wildlife preserve.
So the government never actu-all- y
condoned nor sponsored
building a religious monument on
public land. The ACLU' s claim that
this is an issue of "a situation in
which the federal government fa-
vors Christian expression" is an
outright lie. This recent legal action
is not about tolerating religion, it is
about annihilating the memory of it
Now, according to the ACLU, not
only are Americans not allowed to
practice religion on public land, we
are not even allowed to remember
that anyone ever did.
Consider for a moment all the
national treasures that can get
thrown down the slippery slope of
this new precedent. All the white
crosses at Arlington can be chal-
lenged, pulled out and replaced with
"non-discriminator- y" grave mark
ers. Government Holocaust
memorials can be stripped of any
reference to the Jewish religion. The
Lakota Sioux nation promoted spiri-
tual veneration of dead ancestors.
Does this not mean that the 87-fo- ot
monument to Crazy Horse in South
Dakota is a religious icon? By the
ACLU's standards, itcan and should
be smashed, out of fairness to every-
body else.The ACLU has now made
all the above acts of vandalism pos-
sible, in the name of some spiritually
blank society they think we have the
"right" to live in.
All their talk about rights side-
steps an importanttruth. Our freedom
to practice religion has never been
institutionally confused with a total
absence of religious expression in
the public sphere. The ACLU's
clever dodge around this last point is
that religion is not prohibited, so
long as all religious traditions are
given exactly equal space. For in-
stance, they say, in the case of
Mojave, a"free speech zone" should
have been imposed on the area
around the cross, and all religions
"equally represented at that sight."
What this means in practice, is
that (since no local Hindu commu-
nity actually exists there to claim
their "rights" to the space) Hindu,
Muslim, Wiccan and Unitanan
shrines would be placed next to the
cross by the government. Any reli-
gious activities would have to be
sanctioned by the park service, and
they would only be legal if they
called to the ideal of "non-specif- ic
religion" and if they worshipped no
tradition by name. The alternative is
to have the government tear down
both the war memorial and the cross,
and forbid the practice of a private
faith that was there before the gov-
ernment bought the land.
Feel like you're in the asylum
yet? The ACLU says these "equal-
ization measures" are necessary to
support their core doctrine that "re-
ligious liberty can flourish only ifthe
government leaves religion alone"
I don't ever want to be "left
alone" in this way. I don't ever wish
it on anybody else. If it is somehow
our right, I say we relinquish it.
Being "left alone" will be the literal
truth at the end of this process for all
Americans. We will be left without
a past, without faith, without detini
tion and lacking these things, with-
out community.
How do we know what it means
to be American? Indian-America- n?
Polish-America- n? Southern, wes-
tern, migrant, how do we define
ourselves as members of this world?
By knowing and transmitting the
stories of those who came before.
By learning how a past becomes a
present we learn how our shared
present can become a future, and
any social organ that is healthy takes
in and disperses its traditions like
oxygen.
This is called Faith in Human-
ity, and even if one is not religious,
the stories that make up their past
will include the memories of those
who were. This is necessary. And
any nation worth its weight in rai-
lroad tracks will cherish and honor
the memories and traditions of all its
members without cutting away
whole sections of them for political
reasons.
Memories are specific and id-
iosyncratic. No family on Earth
cherishes the story of a sacred April
morning spent in "non-specif- ic ded-
ications" to "unspecified agents of
religion," but a hell of a lot of them
remember good and evil from what
they learned of Easter. Or they re-
member honest pride in their
children's mitzvah, or high school
graduation. Neither the ACLU or
anybody else can reach into our
stories, twist the context button, and
have people re-lea- rn their social vi-
rtues by new, politically sterile terms.
Therefore, what we need to
defend our real, meaningful rights is
common sense. An active, curious,
unafraid social mind that protects
the individual forms of people's
social virtues, while making them
publicly free to exercise those
vir-
tues. One person' s honest expression
of belief is not an "assault" on
ev-
erybody who believes differently.
Anybody who preaches otherwise
reveals their own cowardice,
and
lack of faith in any other person.
These people should be helped.
Theyshouldbeconfrontedandgiven
a chance to unplug their ears.
What
they should not be given is
court
authority to tear down monuments
to better people's moral
courage.
That "right" is not anywhere in
our
Constitution, and should not be
up-
held in any society that hcfestolast
- W;1lgtelHQlgtV''CiJjt'--' '
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Planning in the company of friends; is true participation possible?
BY JOHN SPRAGENS
Guest Columnist
It was a strange scene Tuesday in
Brandi Recital Hall. Provost Greg
Spaid, moderating a wide-rangin- g
community discussion about housing,
transportation issues, academic facili-
ties, campus layout and college
life the Master Plan, as College offi-
cials evangelically refer to it had to
coax audience members to state their
opinions more forcefully.That'sright:
Kenyon students, who in allstu de-
bates are known for leaving no dead
horse unbeaten, weren't weighing in
with the typical laundry list of needs.
This bizarre phenomenon ex-
tended to professors, staff members
and Village dwellers, too also not
groups known to keep their opinions
muted at an open forum. Instead, at-
tendees were more likely to inquire
about the Master Plan's vision for
improved student housing or relocated
academic buildings, a new fine arts
facility or a total redesign of the Vil-
lage.
And why not ask questions about
Peirce Servery: superior dining, humane to vegetarians
BY ROBERT PEACH
Staff Columnist
I have deduced that Aramark ei- -
ther converted theentire Amazon basin
into sow and cow ranches or there are
magic geese laying piles of hot dogs
and hamburgers behind those giant
pictures of kiwi. It's hilarious to see
someone who "keeps kosher" walk
into Pierce and see stacks of unholy
death flesh.
This piece is designed to be a
polemic in the vein of "he said, she
said" where I explain to you why
Peirce is superior to Gund. And if we
are to compare the two, we should
begin superficially. Let'sjudgepeople.
Starting with the ultra-disciplin- ed,
barely-pubesca- nt, body-Na- zi Fresh-
man atheletes; God , are they annoying.
The freshman athletes, in an ob
vious effort to prove their (ahem)
masculinity, find it necessary to clean
house everywhere they set their trays
down, be it the pasta bar, fried foods,
soups,etc. TheyransackGundlikethe
Gund Servery: the
BYZACH ROSEN
Staff Columnist
Being a sophomore, I don' t often
have the chance to eat dinner North.
My room is South, my classes are
south, my life is South why would I
evergobackwardin time to that fresh
man enclave that is Gund Commons?
For all of Peirce's seductive glamour,
for its Harry Potter ceilings and spray-paint- ed
bed sheets, The Great Hall is a
foreigner in my life. Night after night,
as I sit with one butt-che- ek on die end
ofaslippery wooden bench and watch
the lacrosse guys lob milk at each
other, I find my selfmissing the servery
I once called home, a cafeteria known
as Gund.
I concede right now Gund is
not glamorous. If you're looking for
social glory, then Peirce is the place.
You can dress up, put on your best
smile and strut, knowing that a virtual
anyone who's anyone of Kenyon will
be there. Trying to track down your
the Master Plan? After all, most of the
College community has been left out
of the loop thus far. We don't really
know what the Plan is, whose vision
it's supposed to reflect or how much
master planning has been done al-
ready.
The official party line from school
officials, of course, is that we, the
empowered community, are shaping
the Master Plan right this moment. In
reality, though, high-lev- el discussions
about the architectural and spatial fu-
ture ofthis college and the surrounding
community have been going on for
quite some time. Former President
Rob Oden, forexample, said fully two
years ago that discussions were under-
way about renovating the Bexley art
building and turning it into a different
kind of space. He suggested student
housing. It looks like a version of that
vision is now unfolding.
As for the vision Trustees and
administrators share with plebeians,
it's not nearly as specific. In fact, it's
laughably vague.
"That the integrity of the Gam-bi- er
community be sustained and
Visigoths. I always make sure to keep
my belt tightened. Then the ankle-bite- rs
usually find a table of six or
seven folks, and stick to those same
tables for the remainder of the year. It
would be uncanny if it weren't so
jarring when a freshman walks away
sobbing because I won't let him have
"his special Tuesday seat"
The Gund food itself I can't say
is wholly more disgusting than what,
they' ve been slopping around atPeirce
lately, although I will say that Gund's
extendo is absolutely hilarious. I
walked in yesterday to get some eggs.
There were two extremely grumpy
Aramark employees with their arms
crossed and their hps pursed to burst-
ing. No bowls left, of course, cold
soup and little or no meat to speak of.
One of the lunch ladies, hot spatula in
hand, eyed me with medieval barbar-
ity, seeming to say: "Ask me for an
omelet See what happens."
Peirce also provides a more re-
laxed, casual earing experience than
Gund: the Pub or Lower Dempsey is
last bastion of Kenyon culinary culture
crush, the one you see at every party
with the adoring entourage? By all
means, go to Peirce. Do you want to
wake up from a four hour nap, throw
onapairof your grimiestpajama pants
and wolfdown pasta with meat sauce
until you can't anymore? That is what
Gund means to me.
Lets look over the problems
people have had with the new Peirce
set-u- p. It's too crowded, the lines are
too long, there's only one side to the
salad bar, and, the real kicker, the
food's not even that much better. A
grilled-chees- e is still a grilled cheese,
whether or not Aramark has desig-
nated it as being "real." Whereas Peirce
used to hold a certain quiet mystery to
me as a freshman (those chandeliers,
that fireplace) its decor is now as
soothing as a lecture by Tim Shutt.
Everywhere I look there are ten-fo- ot
glossy posters telling me to "RE-
FRESH! RENEW! RESPECTIThey
make me want to "REGURGI- -
OPINIONS
strengthened, both during the plan-
ning process and as a result of the
plan," booms planning principal D of
the 12-poi- nt Master Plan Guidelines
and Scope, which was distributed to
those in attendance at Tuesday's fo-
rum. But what does it mean to sustain
and strengthen community integrity?
Perhaps the Board of Trustees wants
to increase the community's moral
uprightness, but then again maybe it
just wants the Village to have strong,
coherent boundaries.
The College can present a mean-
ingless cluster of clauses, ask for
obligatory public input and then go
ahead with backroom plans as planned.
If Kenyon's Board of Trustees actu-
ally wanted the community to be
engaged with its own future, the Board
would have asked for input long be-
fore producing a list of its intentions. Is
there really a groundswell of support
for moving all academic buildings
south of Wiggin Street? No matter
the Board says learning will take place
in "the academic core of the campus."
Tuesday 's forum felt like more of
an afterthought than a vital step in an
probably the only real improvement
over last year, meal-wis- e. The pizza
now resembles its namesake, and the
wraps are usually spot on. However,
such hardy fare is only achieved if
you are willing to expose yourself to
the political paradigm of the Will to
Pizza. It can get pretty brutal when the
pepperoni arrives, believe me. Either
stand back and observe the animals or
mix things up. My strategy is to al-
ways lunge for the vegans and
vegetarians first; their legs are easily
chewed through.
So ifany of this has helped at all,
and I'm not sure it has, you should
willingly agree that Aramark is weak-sauc-e
and that Peirce is less terrible
than Gund. How's that for options?
Better than whatever they ' re eating in
Tikrit these days, or, better yet, since
I'm indifferent to their plight, what
ever they 've got in Zimbabwe. I heard
that' s the last place Aramark planted
its flag, and now look. The point is . . .
maybe I' 11 stop whining and stand in
line ... I'm hungry . .
TATE!."
Who is it that mostly makes ud
the population of Gund? First-yea- rs
Those are newest at our school , those
with the wide un-jad- ed eyes. While
Peirce is busy yukking it up, sup
porting the frats and the post-FAD- C,
Gund hides within it the wisdom ol
children. Gund is where your life i:
still fluid, where the shifting dynam
ics of freshman year play outbetween
four glass walls, where the guy across
thetablefromyoucouldstillbeyourbesl
friend and there's no way of knowing
! that the cute girl at the conveyer bell
won't marry you. Gund to me is the
, perfect metaphor for Kenyon Col
lege-- it might be small and undei
funded, it might be in an unexciting
location and populated mostly by lo
i c.However,mosewhoareunwillin
; togooutoftheirwaytogiveitalook
are missing out on something spe
1 cial, something the believers will
hold forever.
important process. Don ' tget me wrong.
It was a pleasant surprise to discover
how many students, faculty, staff and
community members have a shared
vision for this College and this com-
munity. Only, it was disappointing to
be handed a piece of paper with the
official goals on it still absent much
explanation about the logic behind
them and to realize that the College's
Master Plan doesn't embody the lofty
vision and careful insights of those it
will affect most personally. Rather,
Kenyon's future is being crafted and
drafted from above.
Tuesday 'sforumwasastepinthe
right direction because those in charge
at least solicited public comment. But
for that gathering to be anything more
than a public relations session, the
administration needs to make a few
changes to the Master Plan process.
First, the community should be kept
informed in an open, timely manner
about the steps of the plan. Thus far, we
haven't been. This means promised
follow-u- p meetings need to take place,
at varying times of day, where school
officials tell the community what
they're hearing, what they're thinking
and what they're doing before taking
questions and comments. Second, Vice
President for Finance Joe Nelson, Vice
President for Development Kim
Klesner and Provost Greg Spaid
known m some circles, I' m told, as ' the
Triumvirate" shouldbegivenaman-dat- e
from President Georgia Nugent to
demonstrably incorporate the will of
students, faculty, staff and community
members into all decisions. And she
should hold them accountable to that
Editor,
Many of you saw the allstu sent
would 1 ike to reiterate the inappropriateness of this act of vandalism as well
as educate the campus about the wide-scal- e effects of discriminatory
actions. We would also like to inform first-yea- rs and remind upperclass
men that this is not an isolated incident and similar incidents have occurred
in the past few semesters.
Though thislettermightseem hypersensitive to the situation, think of those
affected by this comment and how it
sexual orientationethnic backgroundreligious beliefs. We deal with com
ments about the sexual orientation of
day to day basis; each time we are forced to make the decision to stand up for
the respect that all people deserve or
On behalfofAllied Sexual Orientations, we would like to thank those who
have supported us and challenge Kenyon at large to strive for zero tolerance of
such Discriminatory acts.
Chris Lentz' 04, Steven Bartek '04, Kate-Robi- n Shuart '04,
Tom Schlesinger-Guidel- li '04
Editor,
Last week, James Lewis claimed that, in the big scheme of things,
"scribbling on a sign ranks pretty low." To him, there are bigger battles to
be fought. But in the big scheme of things, just what other bigger battles
does Kenyon have? The fight to change deep and long-hel- d prejudices is
not something to scoff at. Prejudice and bigotry lurk and hide; they show
themselves in places you least expect them, from your friends, your
classmates. We cannot ignore these things when they show themselves; we
have to publicize them, we have to make everyone aware that they exist.
We think of Kenyon as an open and caring community; we tell ourselves
this over and over again. But this single act of hatred shows us that we're
not.
When we let our friends and fellow students be confronted with
bigotry on their campus, when we consider "scribbling on signs" as not that
big of a deal then we ignore homophobia and prejudice, we are letting
the biggest battle of all go unfought.
Katy Cosse '06
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Finally, a public forum lasting
more than 45 minutes should be held
with the board of trustees before they
discuss and endorse the Master Plan.
In it, the board would present the cur-
rent draft to the community and accept
questions and comments on it. It
couldn't hurt for the absentee land-
lords to consult their tenants once in a
while.
Meanwhile, Master Planning
continues. There are discussions of
moving visual arts to a new building
on the serene wooded hill above South
Lot even though Gund said South
Lot's positioning' ruined a beautiful
meadow. There are discussions of
moving all academic buildings south
of Wiggin Street in a new academic
super-buildi- ng even though many
students and faculty like the folksy
department house system. And there
are discussions of completely redoing
'
'downtown" Gambier even though
Gund's design of the Village Com-
mons in South Hadley, Mass.,home of
Mount Holyoke College, is compared
on a Holyoke professor's modem ar-
chitecture syllabus to Disney World's
faux town style.
The specifics of such a large un-dertakingsho- uldbe
discussed publicly.
These decisions are too important to
the life of the College to be made
behind closed doors. If Kenyon is
really committed to sustaining and
strengthening "the integrity of the
Gambier community," it can start by
making sure community members
including residents, students, faculty
and staff have a legitimate voice in
the process.
I Sum)
out by the Unity House board; we
would affect you if it were about your
ourselves or our friends and family on a
to silently take the abuse.
Heather Brauer '04, Xander Piper '04, Anthony Fischer
'07, Angie Arahood '05, Abby Haddad '06, Steve Hall '06,
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Organization of the week: Debating Society
BY CHARLOTTE NUGENT
StaffWriter
Kenyon College
Debating Society
President:
James Lewis '04
Contact:
debateclubkenyon.edu
In existence for:
5 years
Number of members:
about 15
Practices:
Tuesday, 9 p.m.
Thursday, 10 p.m.
Sunday, 7 p.m.
"We're really amazing,"
says senior James Lewis of what
may be his favorite subject: the
Kenyon College Debating Soci-
ety.
Although not necessarily
modest, one of Kenyon's most
argumentative groups of people
inarguably demonstrate passion,
dedication and, of course, some
good old fun.
According to Lewis, the so-
ciety has two purposes: to foster
discussion of debate-worth- y is-
sues on campus, and to compete
in off-camp- us debate tourna-
ments.
"We're bringing the British
national debate team to campus
on Sept. 30, as we've done for
the last four or five years," he
says. "Usually, students debate
them. But this year, President S.
Georgia Nugent will debate
Physics Field Trip
f.V- -
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their victory.
the spot," says Lewis. "The op-
position side basically has to
shoot their case down."
The club attends around six
tournaments each year, including
the national tournament, and
they often come out on top.
"Last year, we had a novice
team make it into the finals at
Purdue: Russell Sherman '06
and Rose Talbert '03," says
Lewis.
"We had a team win a local
tournament, Marietta, in Ohio.
And this is really exciting
last year, Shannon Leitner '04,
probably our best debater, and
Peng Wu '03 made
quarterfinals at the King College
tournament, one of the biggest
tournaments in the nation. They
were featured on PBS and NPR."
This is impressive compared
to the record of similar schools,
he says. "Most schools have
coaches and, for a lot of schools,
debate is a class," says Lewis.
"Being able to compete at this
and the implication of the
physics going on at the
Fermilab amazed me."
Students and professors
were amazed by the enormous
amounts of liquid nitrogen,
concrete and electrical equip
ment needed to detect the re
sults of collisions of tiny sub
atomic particles. They also
witnessed a herd of bison graz
ing in a grassland area four
miles in circumference in the
center of the Tevatron.
After stopping for some
Chicago-styl- e deep-dis- h pizza,
the physics fans visited the
Adler Planetarium, then spent
some quality time on the
beach, watching kite-boarde- rs
attempting stunts on the lake.
A dinner of sushi was con
sumed near Navy Pier.
Next, everyone reas
sembled for an IMAX showing
of The Matix Reloaded, then
packed into the vans again to
begin the long journey back,
stopping for the night at an
other hotel.
Students observe particle accelerator in Chicago
BY JULIANA KUNZ
StaffWriter
How many physics
people can you fit in a 1 5-pas-se- nger
van? What happens
when you set them loose in
Chicago with $20 of dinner
money per person? Is it pos-
sible to detect the subatomic
particle responsible for all the
mass in the Universe?
Such questions may take
many years to answer satis-
factorily, but for the 20 stu-
dents and three faculty mem-
bers who participated in the
physics department road trip
to Chicago last weekend, they
seem a great deal more rel-
evant than before.
The excursion began at 4
p.m. Friday, when two vans
packed up and began the 8-h- our
drive to a hotel near
Fermilab, the home of the
Tevatron, the world's highest-energ- y
particle accelerator.
Along the way, the phys-
ics group stopped at Steak 'n
Shake for dinner and at a truck
ft
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Debating Society members celebrate
them. We're also considering
bringing the Irish national team
to campus."
In addition to these events,
the group sometimes hosts their
own forums, to which the entire
campus is invited, on such top-
ics as affirmative action.
It is at tournaments, how-
ever, that society members really
get into their groove. The group
competes in parliamentary-styl- e
debate, which, says Lewis, "is
loosely based on debate in the
British Parliament."
In this form of intellectual
competition, members work
closely in teams of two and at-
tempt to convince judges that
their side of the debated issue,
called a resolution, is correct. As
opposed to other forms of de-
bate, neither side knows what the
resolution will be until game-tim- e.
"The government side is the
side responsible for making a
case, and they have to do it on
stop that sold, among other
things, a large assortment of fib-
er-optic angels and full-siz- e
replica swords. Upon arriving at
the hotel at about 1 :30 a.m. East-
ern time, some students went
straight to bed, while others
flocked to the bar for some line-danci- ng
fun with the cowboy-hat-sportin- g
locals.
The following morning, af-
ter a protracted breakfast at the
hotel restaurant, the students
were treated to a tour of
Fermilab. Gregory Davis, a
Kenyon alumnus who currently
works at the DO detector at
Fermilab, made the tour pos-
sible. Professor of Physics Ben
Schumacher, Associate Profes-
sor of Physics Tim Sullivan and
Associate Professor of Physics
Paula Turner managed driving,
organizing and chaperoning the
trip.
"I saw the application of
physics in a way that I hadn't
seen before," A.J. Franz, a stu-
dent on the physics trip, says.
"The enormity of the detectors
level without the help of some-
one professionally trained, and
without the same amount of
funding that other schools have,
is amazing."
So it's safe to say that the
team is successful most of the
time. "We have a team song,"
says Lewis. "It's 'Beautiful Day'
by U2, and we play it on the way
home from tournaments. We fig-
ure it's a beautiful day because
we're really happy that we've
done well, or we're just glad that
it's over."
Team members say there is
more to the Debating Society
than just winning tournaments.
"Debate is honing your mind
to think critically," says junior
John Lesjack, "and then you can
apply that to everything you do
in class. It just helps you so gosh-dar- n
much."
"Doing debate is like taking
another class," says Lewis. "You
give so much time out of your
schedule."
But halt, lest you think de-
bate means a bunch of people
shouting at each other. "There is
a fine art to debating," says
What change or improvement would you like to
see in the
r
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Lewis, "and I have yet to meet
someone who is unmotivated or
uninterested in things that really
.
matter. The depth of thought and
breadth of knowledge on our
team is amazing."
Prospects for the club, ac-
cording to Lewis, are looking
good. "The officers really
worked this summer to become
more systematic and organized,"
he says. "We've also become
more proficient in the technicali-
ties of debate."
Lewis is hopeful that the
team will host its own tourna-
ment at Kenyon during second
semester. He is also confident in
the group's future after he gradu-
ates. "I'm leaving it in the hands
of capable people," he says.
"The most fulfilling thing
about debate," he says, "the most
amazing experience I've had: it's
that speech you give, and you
know you've convinced every-
one you're right. It's like no
other."
He pauses, and says deci-
sively, "I think our team will
have lots of those moments this
year."
master plan?
"I want handicap accessibility."
Brandy Baker '04
"More parking places."
JeffDelozier '07
"A meteorology house."
Sam Jaffe '04
"I want to see more naked sculp
"turps
Shannon Leitner '05
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Professor Brkic discusses her books and post-wa- r Bosnia
BY ARIEL LUDWIG
Features Editor
Courtney Brkic is a new As-
sistant Professor of English and
perhaps Kenyon's only faculty
member who can boast of having
translated works from Croatian to
English, working as a forensic ar-cheolo- gist
after the war in
Bosnia-Herzegovi- na and translat-
ing for the United Nations War
Crimes Tribunal. She has recently
published a work of fiction titled
Stillness and Other Stories that
chronicles the former Yugoslavia
during the war time. Her second
book is on its way.
I guess that as you can imag-
ine I was a little intimidated to
interview her, which was only com-
pounded by the fact that this is the
first time that I have done a face to
face interview. I stepped into her
office at the end of the hall, the one
right next to the bathroom, and she
jokes about people barging into her
office, looking around and then
apologizing after realizing that
there isn't a toilet. Her office is
filled with shelves that are partially
filled and she has small, framed
pictures that punctuate the room like
little peepholes into other lives in far
away comers. The black computer
that sits perched on her desk seems
oddly out of place in the white rect-
angular space illuminated by the
afternoon sun, and she turns it off. I
begin my questions with hesitation:
TKC: What do you personally
consider to be your greatest accom-
plishment?
CB: I feel like this is a question
they would ask when you go into a
college interview, like "If you could
have dinner with only person, who
would it be? ... I guess it would be
writing my two books about the war
in Bosnia and Croatia. They both
required me to achieve a sort of
perspective, and I am really proud
of that. My first book is Silence and
Other Stories, and my next book
will be The Stone Fields. It will
come out next year. I just finished
the last version two months ago. It is
a non-fictio- n, part family memoir
and part autobiography. Right now
it is going through the process of
copy editing, where I say that I want
acomma instead of a period, and my
editor makes fun of my word choice.
TKC: What is the significance
Last weekend, the Zetas proved
that sorority girls know how to party.
Theirparty had good music, enough
beverages and bologna sandwiches
to go around and a theme that had
coeds stripping down to get written
up in highlighter.
The only drawback was hear-
ing Mariah Carey's "Heartbreaker"
Features
Brief
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Professor Brkic
of the title Vie Stone Fields'!
CB: My family is from
Herzegovina, which is a rough land
and very stony. And the whole book
is infused with a tough people from
a tough land. It also fits with the
idea of exhumations; I was a foren-
sic archeologist in Eastern Bosnia!
This was interesting for me be-
cause it is culturally and ethnically
different from where my family is
from.
TKC: Did both of your par-
ents speak Croatian?
CB: They spoke "Kitchen
Croatian" at home, and I lived in
Croatia when I was 19. That is
when I learned grammar and the
language more intensely. But my
father never thought that it was an
important language growing up.
TKC: You said that you went
to Croatia when you were 19. How
did that come to be?
CB: I went to Croatia in 1992
for my uncle's funeral. And then I
stayed there. I took time off from
William and Mary for about six
months. And eventually I came
back to the States and finished my
degree in anthropology and ar-
cheology with a concentration in
Spanish literature. After I gradu-
ated I received a Fulbright and
went back to Croatia to collect
data on the ways that women are
affected by war. Then in 1996 I
worked in Croatia as a forensic ar-
cheologist. And in 1997 I did
summary translations for the United
Nations War Crime Tribunal in the
Hague. This mostly consisted of my
translating and then summarizing
documents such as witness testi-
mony and police files. As you can
tell, I really didn't know what I
three times in one night And a note to
first years: get a room ... we don't need
heavy grinding on the dance floor.
On Saturday evening came the
Bexley lot party. While security tried
to shut it down by locking up apart-
ments, Kenyon students took to the
streets and parried until the early
Ariel Ludwig
wanted to do. In my family, my
brother was the smart one. He ma-
jored in business and finance, and
that is what he does. But I had to
travel. I never had such a clear idea.
I was not one of those people who
was blessed with knowing what they
always wanted to do.
TKC: Blessed or cursed?
CB: That is true. I do not think
that I would have been happy with
any of my career choices when I was
little: doctor, lawyer, fireman. This
way I tried many things and I am
really happy with what I am doing
now.
TKC: How did your parents
react when you told them that you
were going to be a forensic arche-
ologist in Bosnia?
CB: I didn't tell my father, and
he didn't know until later. He has a
very Mediterranean temperament.
But my parents knew that in my
teens and early twenties I was very
restless and they never gave criti-
cism. They knew that I need to
wander and they encouraged me.
TKC: How was it to be a fe-
male forensic archeologist in
Bosnia?
CB: Well, it is certainly a male
dominated field, and I firmly be-
lieve that men and women process
things differently, especially dis-
tressing things. But I felt less of a
difference being a woman, and more
different in the sense that I was the
only person from Bosnia. I was the
only person on the team who knew
Bosnia before the war. When the.
other people heard "Bosnia," they
equated it with war, but I had images
in my mind from before the war. I
was too close to it. I was also the
There were also smaller parties
in New Apartments and Tafts. WKCO
Grill party offered a nice mid-wee- k
break with excellent DJs, leading us
to believe that Kenyon needs more
Thursday night action in the future.
Hangover tip: Try Bloody Marys
the day after to replenish nutrients and
ease your hangover headache.
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only one who knew the language.
This meant that I had to translate
notes that would be found in the
pockets of the bodies. I also was
the only one who could speak to
the men who were hired to wash
the clothes that belonged to the
bodies. At one point I realized that
one of the men who washed cloth-
ing was actually looking for his
father, so he was searching through
these clothes for his own loss.
TKC: What did they do with
the clothes?
CB : We were making archives
of photos for people who were
missing family members. It was a
data project for a massacre that
took place in 1995, and ourjob was
to make books of photographs that
could be taken to refuge centers so
that families and mostly women
could look through and find their
lost family members.
TKC: Did you personally
have to take these books to the
refuge centers?
CB: No, I do not think that I
could have handled that. In fact, it
was a strange contrast because the
year before, I had been doing testi-
mony, and it was so personal and
then the next year it was all very
scientific.
TKC: How did you conceive
of your characters in Stillness, and
with which one do you most iden-
tify?
CB: The characters that I cre-
ated were mostly based on people
that I knew. But there is no one
character that is an actual person. I
worked with the circumstances of
Philander : Feasting
to honor the Bishop
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1
Hartney '04, Peer Minister for
Canterbury Club, the student
group associated with
Harcourt Parish, was a del-
egate to the General
Convention, and was present
for the vote approving the feast
day.
Hartney said that Chase
was known as a missionary
for his work in the Midwest,
and that he, "created the dio-
ceses of Ohio and Illinois. He
set up Kenyon College as a
missionary college."
Hartney was not the only
delegate at the General Con-
vention with a Kenyon
connection. Chase's great-gre- at
grandson, was present at
the Convention and personally
thanked the delegates for the
honor they had accorded
.
to
Chase. Many alumni of the
family members, and friends, and
other people that I had met. I
spoke with people who had been
veterans, so the characters are re-
ally echoes of friends. For
instance, my best friend was a
combat nurse in the war. So it is
fiction, but it is based on truth.
And I wrote fiction because there
were so many non-fictio- ns that
were written and ignored. I
thought that fiction would make
readers take notice, who would
not necessarily take notice other-
wise. This can also be extended
into the choice of writing short
stories: they have a different read-
ership. And in terms of the
character that I most relate to, in
the chapter "Swimming Out,"
there is a character that I closely
identify with. And even when my
friends read it, they say that she
reminds them of me.
TKC: I am convinced that
there is one smell in every person ' s
life that serves as a sort of lei tmotif ,
a smell that cannot be forgotten.
What would your smell be?
CB: It is really funny be-
cause I address this in my next
book. It would definitely be the
smell of bread baking. My family
wasn't American so my parents
had a general distrust of packaged
food. So I was in my teens before
I even tried store-boug- ht bread.
An interesting fact is that tradi-
tionally this bread is made in a
type of metal cone that is then
surrounded by smoldering ashes
all around and that is the way that
it bakes. Ummm that bread I
can't even describe how good it
is.
Bexley Hall seminary, -
which is now located in;
Rochester, N. Y., who are now
serving as members of the
Episcopalian clergy, attended!
Bexley Hall when it was still
here at Kenyon.
On Saturday, Canterbury
will kick off the celebration
of Chase's feast day with a
ceremony near the cross in
front of Old Kenyon.
After that, they will host
a giant kickball tournament
on Ransom lawn.
Groups such as Hillel and
Newman Club, Kenyon's
Catholic student organiza
tion, plan on fielding teams.
The rest of the campus is
more than welcome to join in
as well, say Stevens and
Hartney.
Refreshments will be
served.
Write Features
In a small box!
E-ma- il:
lud wiga kenyon.edu
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Lords stampede Bison for first win of the season
The revitalized football program has 'arrived' as they reach .500 with comeback victory; Stanley's first as coach
BY JAKE APPLEMAN
Staff Reporter
Before it was played, the
Kenyon Football Lords' game
against Bethany on Saturday was
just another game. Afterthe Lords'
27-1- 7 win, to those in attendance,
it was equivalent to the program's
moon landing. One small step for
Kenyon. One giant leap for Lords
football. Competitive KenyonFoot-bal- l
has arrived. Whether you can
deal with it or not is of no conse-
quence, because this is the new
reality. This new reality features a
running game, a defense that makes
plays, two healthy quarterbacks and
a coaching staff that will see it
through every phase of this new,
startling development.
The Lords came into the match
looking to avenge last year' s 55-- 7 at
the hands of the Bison. They did all
that and more read: shock the
Kenyon world. Junior quarterback
Nick Stalick had extra incentive
going into the game. Stalick was
injured late in last year's loss to
Bethany on a late hit and was lost
for the season.
"Whenever you get injured,
there's" extra motivation," said
Lords head coach Ted Stanley.
"Stalick didn't play well in the
beginning of the game. We had to
settle him down. I imagine he had
something to prove." And yet no
one saw it coming, because the
game immediately took the first
quarter form of the season opener.
The Lords held the Bison to a
mere field goal in the first quar-
ter, thanks to a diving interception
by senior John Tisdale and a
timely stop on third and goal with
1 :42 left in the quarter. When the
Bison got the ball back, they put
together a seemingly backbreak-in- g
drive that culminated in a
five-yar- d run by senior J.K.
Murphy. The drive was tough on
the Lords because the Kenyon
defense save up two huge third
down plays the first a mad
scramble and completion on third Kenyon resulted ini the offensett
Ladies XC finishes
BY ANNE POMEROY
Staff Reporter
This past Saturday, the
Kenyon Women's Cross Coun-
try team participated in the
Great Lakes Colleges Associa-
tion Championship at Earlham
College. The Ladies placed
fourth overall out of a field of
10 teams, finishing with 132
points. A total of 151 runners
participated in the event.
Kenyon running a total of 12
runners.
The Ladies' five scoring
runners all finished within the
top 45 places. Senior Tenaya
Britton was the top finisher
among the Ladies. She placed
17th with a time of 20:22. Fol-
lowing Britton across the line
were junior Heather McMillan
and 22 and a huge conversion by
the Bison on fourth down. The tide
could have easily turned here, and
the game could have gone the way
of last year, but the Lords defense
held tough.
With the offense sputtering,
the defense kept the Lords in the
game for their second half surge.
Led by excellent run defense and
an interception by sophomore Tim
Webb, Kenyon looked to go into
the half down 10-- 0, but they got a
gift. The Bethany coach decided .
to go for it on fourth down with the
ball near midfield and the clock I
reading under two minutes.
The Kenyon defense pre-
vailed and gave the ball to Stalick
and the offense with a short field
with which to work. They got
within field goal range and ap-
peared ready to settle for the three
points on fourth down. Suddenly,
out of the field goal formation,
senior quarterback Brad Noojin,
who was slotted as the holder on
the play, stood up to take the long
snap from his natural quarterback
position, with what appeared to be
a vaunted eight-wid- e receiver set
spread to his left and right. The
crowd was stunned and the Bison,
obviously fooled, frantically called
a timeout. Ben Woodcock then
drilled the 30-ya- rd field goal. The
Lords headed into the half down
only a score.
"We screwed it up," Stanley
said. "It was a set play and we
blew it. That's what we talked
about. We made mistakes. We're
going to be aggressive, attack and
force reactions, instead of the other
way around. We could have had
another touchdown."
The Kenyon passing game
came out on fire in the second half,
as Stalick completed five strikes
to freshman Carlin Shoemaker, in-
cluding three in a row. The Lords
were stopped on fourth down, and
settled for Woodcock's second
field goal of the game, a 27 yarder.
Another defensive stop led by
in 21st place (20:29), senior
Laura Koss in 24th place
(20:31), sophomore Amy
Wilkins in 38th place (20:54),
and senior Katie Tully in 41st
place with a time of 20:59.
Some other Ladies turned in
impressive showings: senior
Anna Bloom finished in 56th
place (21:24), sophomore
Lauren Rand was two spots
behind Bloom with a time of
21:26, sophomore Jocelyn An-
thony finished in 64th place
(21:37), and fellow sophomore
Liz Torgersen placed 70th
place (21:49), just ahead of se-
nior Erin Hay ward in 7 1st place
(21:49).
Although the fourth place
finish for the Ladies was a suc-
cess, they fell short of their
orinigal goal, as they had hoped
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Junioi quarterback Nick Stalick threw for
giving it right back to the Bison,
who executed their second long
drive perfectly, putting another
score on the board to go up 17-- 6.
The scoreboard, with more than
half of the third quarter complete,
led many to wonder if the Lords
were headed yet again towards
what had become the unpleasant
inevitable.
Again, instead of folding, the
Lords displayed great resilience,
striking right back. The drive was
highlighted by a 60-ya- rd bomb
from Stalick to speedy senior
wideout Marc Marie. Freshman
Albie Coombs punched it in from
three yards out, and the failed two
point conversion left them down
five.
The Lords defense again
held tough on fourth down again,
setting up another scoring drive.
The drive should have been la-
beled Stalick's revenge. The
juniorquarterback started out the
drive like a whirling dervish,
making multiple Bison miss on
an 1 8-y- ard scamper. He pro-
ceeded to hit Coombs on a crucial
thirdUlUUUUwndo n conversion,wn'tioi.., and then
cappeduFFunUuit off with a spectacular
fourth at GLCA Championship
1 '
going into the meet, to place within
the top three teams. The Ladies
had also set a goal of placing five
runners within the top 21. How-
ever, only two Kenyon runners
placet within that mark.
Coach Duane Gomez said that
"fourth place was nice but the team
can race much stronger than what
they showed."
'The GLCA meet was not
what we were hoping for,"
McMillan said. "But at the same
time we can't be too disappointed
in ourselves because the competi-
tion was extremely talented and
ran very well." She also felt that
Saturday's meet was a good pre-
view of some future meets that are
on the Ladies shedule this year,
"Its good to see what to expect
from teams that we'll meet at con-
ference and regionals," she said.
Yr
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234 yards and ran for 94 in the lords'
35-ya- rd Bison-deflatin- g touch-
down run to put the Lords up by
one. Kenyon added the two point
conversion, when Shoemaker
corralled a pass that bounced off
its intended target and into his
waiting hands in the back of the
end zone.
Bethany looked to regain the
lead but was denied in turnover
form, when Webb hopped on a
ball coughed up by the Bison.
Kenyon finished up the scoring
on a four yard touchdown run by
freshman Phillip Waller, which
was set up by another bomb from
Stalick to Marie. Junior John
McBride recovered a fumble to
seal the deal.
"They've come very far from
a bad sense of ownership and
pride coming from the institu-
tion, student body and team itself,
said Stanley. "We've tried to cre-
ate a sense of pride. Hopefully,
this will help more people come
out."
This banner day for Kenyon
Football was highlighted by
Stalick's 328 yards of total of
fense,
.
234 throughw the air and 94
on the ground, and a tenacious
Gomez has noticed a contin-
ued improvement in McMillan.
"Heather was ninth going into the
last mile," he said, "showing some
aggressive racing and determina-
tion." ile also said Wilkins was
someone who has shown "a great
deal of improvement."
Denison University was the
top finishing school with 28
points. All of Denison's scoring
runners finished within the top
ten. In second place overall was
DePauw University, finishing
with 48 points total and in third
was Hope College, with a total
of 124 points. DePauw
University's Natalie Schaffer
placed first individually with a
time of 18:53.
The course at Earlham Col-
lege was challenging, although not
one of the most challenging that
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Kevin Guckes
victory.
defense that forced five turnovers.
The Lords also got 75 yards on the
ground from Coombs, 101 yards
receiving from Marie, 1 1 catches by
Shoemaker, 1 1 tackles and two turn-
overs from Webb and excellent
special teams play. Junior lineback-
ers Calvin Hatfield and Casey
McConnell combined for 27 tack-
les.
The dramatic comeback
couldn't have happened without
the solid play of the offensive
line.
"The players worked ex-
tremely hard," remarked Stanley,
when asked about the line's im-
provement. "They've gotten
better and stronger and we've
simplified the system for them.
Like any good Kenyon student,
you tell them what to do by giv-
ing the specific and concise
directions, and they'll do it."
This win for the Lords should
be the first in a string of opportu-
nities to come out on top. This is
Kenyon' s forewarning. There is
something good happening here.
Winning no longer means shoot
ing for the moon. The program
, . A Ahas landed.
the Kenyon Cross Country team
will see throughout the season.
The team's next event will
be at the Midwest Collegiates
meet at the University of
Wis-consin-Parksi- de
in Kenosha,
Wise. It is one of the largest
meets of the season, where top
Division I, II and III schools
from all over the Midwest will
be competing. Gomez said he
believes that "this will be
a
very exciting and challenging
of bothmeet, from a standpoint
competition." Thecourse and
course at Wisconsin-Parksid- e
starts off with a giant hill,
which climbs up nearly l,0nu
meters before it levels off. The
Kenyon Ladies are hoping to
do well after a successful meet
there last season. The race
be-
gins at 10 a.m. on Saturday.
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Field hockey rolls
Junior Liz Argona's hat trick leads Ladies'
BY MICHAEL REYNOLDS
Opinions Page Editor
Last week, senior goalkeeper
Tamar Chalker admitted that the
Ladies Field Hockey team may
have been tired. "Playing three
games in four days probably took
its toll on us and it seemed like we
were ... a little too tired." If being
tired was the disease, then the
Presidents of Washington and
Jefferson College were the cure
for the Ladies. Chalker, who has
played magnificently in her first
four games, could have taken the
afternoon off for the Ladies as
they dominated the Presidents for
all 60 minutes of play, finally win-
ning by a count of 10-- 1 thereby
improving their record to 2-- 3 on
the season.
"One of the things Coach
Robin Cash has been stressing is
starting strong," said sophomore
Lindsay Galvin. "We needed to stop
playing catch up."
Instead of falling behind and
playing catch up, it was the Ladies
who instead drew first blood. They
did so on a goal by senior Liz Kelly
with 17 minutes to go in the first
half. However, that was only the tip
of the iceberg for the Ladies scoring
onslaught.
"It was exciting to see us scor-
ing goals and getting back on
defense the couple times the ball
actually made it down to our end,"
said Chalker, who had the best seat
in the house for this game.
However, fier counterpart for
the Presidents of was not so lucky.
Lords XC
BY STUART SCHISGALL
Staff Reporter
Over the weekend the Lords
traveled to Earlham College in In-
diana for the one of the most
competitive Great Lakes College
Association Championship's in re-centyears- .The
team placed third in
a ten-tea- m field that included
Depauw and Albion, two teams that
made the top 25 in the recent NCAA
coaches poll. Kenyon received three
4
ft r
Aft, r strong finish at the GLAC's, Lords
f(
(
9.
Seniors Liz Kelly (10) and Annie Huntoon (12) battle for the ball vs. W&J.
The Ladies harassed Presidents'-goali- e
Mandy Thomas from the
start, as they finished the game
with a season high 48 shots on goal.
The Ladies scored their second goal,
just minutes after their first, as jun-
ior Liz Aragona scored the first of
her three goals in the game. Follow-
ing that, first year Julia Sivon
scored back-to-ba- ck goals, and the
scoring frenzy was on for the La-
dies. Heading into the half, junior
Maggie Hill got into the scoring
action to give the Ladies a 5-- 0 lead
at halftime.
For the Ladies, special em-
phasis during the week was placed
on fundamentals.
"We practiced our corners,
third at GLAC's despite being a man down
votes which gained them honorable
mention in this years poll.
Unlike the majority of the teams
competing at Earlham, this was
Kenyon's first 8,000 meter competi-
tion of the year.-I- t was led by
sophomore Sean Strader's semi-scientif- ic,
but wholly motivational,
pre-rac- e speech.
"For every action there is an
equal and opposite reaction. When
someone passes you, you have to
react. When the pace speeds up you
-
a
f
i
prep for weekend up north.
SPORTS
in 10-- 1 rout of Presidents
in runaway victory over Washington and Jefferson College
i.
.
creating space, and our long pass-
ing this week," observed
sophomore Kate Flinner, who flew
overthe field from her position on
defense.
"This game was a great chance
for us to try new things out on the
field," added senior Tai Chiappa.
The emphasis in practice was evi-
dent, as the Ladies passed there
way through the Presidents' de-
fense like water through a sieve. .
Unfortunately for the Presi-
dents, the second half went much
in the same manner as the first 30
minutes. A mere four minutes into
the second half, the Ladies were on
the attack again. This time it was
junior Maggie Rosen who found
the back of the cage for the Ladies.
gotta go with it. When the hills slow
you down, you have to push up
them," with these words the Lords'
adrenaline reached a new high that
helped them propel past seven teams
and finish with the bronze. -
The Lords started at a conser-
vative pace, and got stronger through
the middle, but an unfortunate and
unexpected event occurred in the
final 600 meters. Freshman Ryan
Weinstock became dehydrated and
was forced to drop out. Sopho- -
1
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Following that, Hill's second goal
of the afternoon, sandwiched
around two more goals from
Aragona, gave the Presidents a
nine-go- al deficit. Cash, in her sec- -
ond year as head coach of the
Ladies, got everyone into the ac-
tion from that point on as the starters
were lifted and fresh legs came into
the game. First year Rachel Chun-Kenned- y,
in herfirstextensiveaction
of the season, finished the Ladies
scoring with a shot off of a scramble
in front of the goal to give the Ladies
a 10-go- al lead.
Washington and Jefferson
sophomore Alexis DiFillipo
spoiled the shutout for the Ladies,
adding a goal in the final minutes
of the game, but it was much too
mores Rich Bartholomew and Kurt
Hollender finished strong, however,
making up the last two positions for
the Lords with 29:03 and 30:03
times. The Lords finished with a
total team score of 122, barely edg-
ing out Wooster who had a score of
123. Placing third behind Albion
and Depauw was not a problem for
the Lords. Beating Wooster without
Weinstock, one of their top five
runners, is a very positive sign as the
team looks forward to November
and the NCAC Championship at
Wooster.
Senior captain Aaron Emig
was very pleased with the team's
performance at Earlham. "We did
really well given the circum-
stances," Emig said. "I feel like
we haven't lost a step since last
year even after losing our top three
guys class of '03 standouts
Michael Baird, Matt Cabrera, and
Ben Hildebrand. With cross coun-
try, we have to stick together and
work as a team. When we have
fantastic races from our sixth man
freshmen Matt Lobdell, who
came out of nowhere, we know we
are doing something right. People
like him are really stepping up and
are helping out the team."
Emig's positive attitude is
shared by other members of the
team.
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little too late.
This was an important game
for the Ladies, as they head into the
tough conference play part of their
schedule next, with games against
Ohio Wesleyan at home today, rival
Denison University the following
Saturday, Wittenberg University the
following Wednesday and a contest
at home against Oberlin College
the next Saturday.
"This game will hopefully
give us a confidence in our scoring
ability, especially as we head into
our game against OWU," said
Chalker. Flinner and Galvin also
echoed these comments.
"OWU is an especially physi-
cal team," observed Flinner.
"We're going to have to be ready
to play from the start."
Galvin also added that the game
was important because it brought
the team together, as so many play-
ers gained valuable playing
experience.
"Because so many were able to
play, the team as a whole really felt
like they won the game," said Galvin.
"Everyone contributed."
Without a doubt, it will take
more team effort to be successful
againsttheir conference schedule. Yet,
as the game finished, Cash had one
announcement to make: "No prac-
tice Monday," she said.
More rest for the Ladies; a
well deserved rest for a team that
put forward a complete team ef-
fort, and for a team that came out
victorious Saturday afternoon.
The question is, can other teams
afford to play a well-reste- d La- -
"The pack is beginning to
form," said sophomore Kurt
Hollender. "You can see it in prac-
tice and in last weeks race. The
highest ranked team in the race
was Wooster, and we still beat
them, even though we were miss-
ing one of our top guys."
"I think last week we ran a
smart race," said Strader. "Not
starting too fast and staying as a
pack. I'm really hopeful for this
year because we have a group of
guys that will run together in the
races. Being able to run together
makes the world of a difference."
What Strader seemed most en-
thusiastic about was how the team
has been able to successfully re-
mold its style of running after last
year.
"After losing three Ail-America- ns,
all of which were front-runne- rs
in the races, we had to adjust and start
running as a pack. We had a great
summer of training and we come
into this season better than in years
past."
All looks well for the Lords so
far, but they have to continue their
hard work and teamwork for them
to remain successful . The Lords now
train their focus on the Midwest
Collegiates held at the University
of Wisconsin at Parkside at 10
a.m. this Saturday.
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Ladies Soccer reverses rough start
A 1- -1 tie with Capital University, and.a 4-- 0 trouncing of Heidelberg
BY ANDREW HASS
Staff Reporter
After starting the season with
a 1-- 3 record, much below their ex-
pectations, the Ladies have come
out strong in the last two games,
posting a 1- -1 tie and a 4-- 0 win. The
games, first against Capital Univer-
sity last Thursday and then against
Heidelberg on Saturday, set the La-
dies in a more positive direction,
giving them anew confidence on the
field. They hope to use this boost to
achieve victory overtheiropponents
throughout the rest of the season,
especially in the next week as they
take on two tough teams, Baldwin-Wallac- e
College, and Allegheny
College.
The first challenge for Kenyon
came last week a home game against
Capital University. After a narrow
defeat at the hands of Manchester
College a few days earlier, the La-
dies were especially eager to get a
tally in the win column. The scoring
began early in the first half when,
just four minutes into the game, for-
ward Amy Gross '05 took a chipped
pass from Sarah Gaddis '04 and beat
the Capital goalie to give the Ladies
a 1- -0 advantage.
."Amy Gross has really adapted
well to the forward position," Head
Coach Kelly Walters said later.
The Capital University Crusad-
ers were playing harder than the
score gave them credit for,t however, hern firstursi goali oif theuic seasonscuu m. an . .
Kelly Walters, a 'familiar' new face on Ladies sideline
Former Assistant Coach takes the reins
BYJAYHELMER
Sports Editor .
The new Women's Soccer
coach is not so new after all. No,
you won't find Kelly Walters'
name in the matriculation book at
Kenyon, but she has been here
before. Walters was hired in 1998
as an assistant with the women's
soccer team. So, when former
Kelly Walters calls Kenyon a "special
and the ball stayed in Kenyon's end
for a good portion of the first half.
Thanks to stellar work in goal by
Emilee Kaser '06, though, the La-
dies stayed on top. It was not until
the last minute of the game, when
victory seemed virtually assured,
that Capital managed to sneak one
past Kaser, making the score 1- -1
and sending the game into over-
time. In overtime, Stephanie
Mannatt '06 almost got the girls the
victory when her long shot found
itself just wide of the Crusaders' left
goal post. The Ladies, getting so
close to winning and then watching
the opportunity slip away with a
single goal, had to settle for the 1 -- 1
tie as time ran out.
"While we were disappointed
about not winning the game against
Capital, it was still a very impor-
tant game for us," said Walters.
"We are getting better each time
we play and we're also making
better decisions."
After getting so close to vic-
tory against Capital, the Ladies
came into their Sept. 13 game
against the Heidelberg University
unaware that they would have it in
their grasp. This away game in
Tiffin, Ohio, featured scoring by a
wide variety of Kenyon talent and
a phenomenal performance by the
defense.
The scoring began with
Weronika Kowalcyzk '06 netting
off
coach Jen Scanlon needed a suc-
cessor at Kenyon, a "new" face
was not hard to find.
For Walters, a Columbus na-
tive, the return to Gambier has
been a literal homecoming. Being
an hour drive from home was "re-
ally important to me," said Walters.
However, it was not merely
Kenyon's location that attracted
Walters. The "team sold the pro- -
KEFJY0&.
SOCCER
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place."
SPORTS
The Ladies have climbed back near .500
assist from Sarah Gaddis '04. Guin
Granite '05 had two goals, the first
of which was scored off a great
pass from Katie Lee '04. First-yea- r
Annie Brobst got the third goal of
the game and, after the last of Guin
Granite's goals reached the back
of the net in the 1 7th minute of the
second half, making the final score
4--0. The Berg had been thoroughly
thawed by the Ladies.
"I was very happy how we
controlled the pace of the game
and possessed the ball " Walters
this year with a winning artiroae, we wain u
gram," she said. It is a program
Walters feels is "going in the right
direction."
The most obvious sign of this
movement is the big hole in the
ground, across the street from
Walters temporary office, as con-
struction on the new, $60 million
Fitness, Recreation and Athletic
center isjust beginning. As Walters
says, the FRA "will be nice to
have ... to be able to show pro-
spective recruits a nice workout
room, but it's not the only thing.
One of the other major compo-
nents of the athletic department
that Walters values is Athletic
Director Peter Smith, now in his
second year in the position. "He
really wants to be a part of the
community," she said of Smith.
And while Walters looks to-
ward an exciting future for the
Kenyon athletic program, she
also appears focused on the La-
dies that presently comprise the
Women's Soccer team. Walters
inherited a middle-heav- y roster,
as the bulk of the players are
sophomores and juniors. Though
the senior class is not big in num-
bers, there is no lack of leadership
on this team. Walters says of the
seniors, 'T m happy to have them,
but sad to only be working with
them for one year ... They have
been extremely receptive to the
changes I have asked them to
with unbeaten week
University gets Ladies on the right track
'
,
.
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after strong week.
said. "We dominated in shots on
goal and were finally able to stick
several in the net. This was a much-neede- d
confidence booster for us
and an opportunity for all of our
players to get involved in the
game."
The revitalized Ladies, fresh
off their victory, will be ready for
their next game against Baldwin-Wallac- e
on Saturday at 1 p.m. at
Kenyon , eager to get another win.
Baldwin-Wallac- e could be a tough,
offensive foe, however, as they
make."
Walters has made some at-
tempts to rock the boat. "I'm
asking the girls to step outside
their comfortable levels," she
said. She has tried many of them
at different positions from what
they played in the past. Perhaps
the most notable of these changes
is first-yea- r Annie Pabst who
came in having played defense
in high school. Walters made her
a forward, and she is one of the
team leaders in scoring through
Wednesday.
Thus far, the Ladies seem
happy with their new Coach.
'
"She has impressed me with her
awesome, approachable person-
ality, and her ability to be
malleable to a completely differ-
ent life and coaching situation,"
says junior Guin Granite.
Another person who spoke
highly of Walters was Scott
Thielke. Currently Kenyon's
Head Tennis Coach, he was the
Women's SoccerCoach, for whom
Walters was an assistant in 1998.
"Kelly Walters is one of the best
young coaches in collegiate soc-
cer .. . She has a great understanding
of college coaching and how it fits
in with the academic pressures."
For her part, Walters has lofty
goals for the '03 Ladies, who are
removed from a seasonjust a year
in which they went 7-10- -1. She
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Sarah Demarec
have beaten some teams by 11
goals this season, despite their
mediocre record of 2-2-- 1.
After that game, the Ladies
take on Allegheny College next
Tuesday, 4:30 p.m., at home, a
game that should prove exciting.
The Allegheny Gators are one of
the best teams in the Confe-
rence, but the home field
advantage could prove decisive
for the Ladies. After their win
over Heidelberg, the Ladies are
now 2-3-- 1.
uc
savs "".500crA is" o th,othe minimurrm" for a
team that currently stands at 2-3- -1
. "Our goal is to be in the top four
in the conference," she says.
Making the top four may be a
climbable mountain for this La-
dies squad, but to be conference
champs, the Ladies must beat the
top team in Division III and two-tim- e
defending national champions
Ohio Wesleyan. A tall order, but
Walters says, "We're not playing
for number two, we want to be
number one."
Number one may not happen
this year, but it is a goal Walters
has clearly set for the Ladies. As
she was hired in July, Walters will
get her first chance at recruiting
with the class of '08.
"We want a minimum of
eight," she says, "and of those
we want at least two impact play-
ers :.. with competitive soccer
experience."
Walters is aware, however,
of the challenges of recruiting
at a very academically com-
petitive Division III school.
"They obviously have to meet
the academic requirements,
she says. Walters believes that
Kenyon's biggest selling P'nt
"We re'is the campus itself.
ally need to get recruits to
come
visit," she says. "Only when
they visit do they realize ho
special a place Kenyon is.'
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Ladies blleyball wins
BY JAMES ROSENBLUM
Staff Reporter
Facing another full week of
games, the Kenyon Ladies Volleyball
team once again showed their true
colors. Looking to get back on the right
foot after getting blitzed by Otterbein
on their home court, the Ladies took
down the Bethany College Bison, 30-2-2,
30-2-5, 31-2- 9. The week then
continued with the John CarrollCase
Western Reserve University Tourna-
ment Despite placing ninth, the Ladies
recorded a solid victory over the
Grove City College Wolverines 30-2- 8,
30-2-0, 30-2- 6, and showed poise
and toughness against conference
foes Wooster and Denison, proving
once again that this year is going to be
different than last season.
The Ladies entered last
Wednesday's contest with Bethany
with an added fire. Spurred on by
several unforced errors by the Bison,
the Ladies jumped out to an early 12-- 7
lead in game one andjiever looked
back. Down the stretch, the Ladies
were paced by outside hitter Patrice
Collins '07 and right side Liz Raji '04.
Each registered a pair of kills as the
Ladies led late in the contest 25-2- 1.
After the Bison committed three more
of their 1 6 unforced errors in the game,
Katie Walker '06 put the Bison away
with a big kill and the Ladies took
game one 30-2-2.
Game two saw four ties and three
lead changes. With the teams dead
Monkey'
BY C.J. MITTICA
Staff Reporter
A difficult opening stretch for the
Men's Soccer team paid immediate
dividends forthe Lords at lastweekend's
Panther Invitational, held at Ohio Do-
minican University. Kenyon defeated
the host team on Friday by the score of
1-- 0, notching their first win of the sea-
son. The Lords nearly came away with
another victory against Milligan Col-lege- on
Saturday, butfell 3--2 in aclosely
contested match.
"It takes the monkey off your
"You're always looking for that
first win, and what was more pleasing
was that we didn' t have our backs to the
wall. We were well organized, every
player played their role to perfection,
we shutdown theirtwo most dangerous
players and fundamentally out-battl- ed
them for ninety minutes."
The Lords (1-- 5) had just come off
adifBcultfirstweek where theystmggled
to score against top out-of-confere- nce
opponents. Kenyon adjusted by using
more aggressive play at the offensive
end, creating pressure on the Panthers
defenders. The strategy paid off early
in the second half, when the Panthers
failed to fully clear a ball from their
own box. Todd Walters '07 corralled
the ball, and sent it in to fellow first year
Player Hans Wetzel. The Rydal, Pa.
Product knocked it in for his second
goal of the year.
"The players must realize that
when we haven' t got the ball, we must
Press," Lawless stated. "We can't al-
low teams to impose their ability on us
locked at 15, the Bison came back to
take the lead as Abby Otto '04 found a
hole in the Kenyon defense for an ace,
as Bethany built a 1 8-- 1 5 lead. Not to be
denied, the Ladies came storming back
and tied the game at 20 when back row
specialist Becky Laughner'06plan ted
an ace in the middle of the Bison
defense. The Ladies capped off the 7-- 0
run with Laughner recording yet
another ace for a 23-2- 0 lead. With the
score 23-- 2 1 , the Ladies continued their
strong serving as setter Sarah
Richardson '07 got into the act The
jump server flustered the Bison with
two more of the Ladies five aces in the
game, building a five-poi- nt lead. The
teams traded points down the stretch
and after defensive specialist Ashley
Miller '07 notched an ace of her own,
the Ladies were up 2-- 0 after a 30-2-5
triumph.
Game three started out close, as
the teams found themselves dead-
locked at 15. The grid-loc- k ended as
the Ladies mounted a lead as middle
hitter Lauren Reiter '07 and outside
hitter Kirsten Engdahl '04 recorded
key kills as the Ladies built a com-
manding 27-2- 2 lead that would be
extended to 28-2- 4. With their backs
against the wall, the Bison went on a
late 5-- 1 run behind Otto and Brittany
Vavrek '06 to tie the game at 29,
forcing extra points. Not to be out-
done, the Ladies rose to the occasion as
Raji rejected a potential kill and then
Collins put the B ison to rest by sending
a rocket in between B ison defenders to
off Lords' back after win against ODU
without us stepping up and forcing
them to turn the ball over."
Kenyon nearly sealed the game
with another quick goal, but the shot of
midfielder Rob Schrock '06 clanged
off the post
The missed opportunity, how-
ever, did not cost the Lords. Sterling
play by the backline, in combination
with four saves by goalie freshmen
Rob McMillan, produced a shutout-victor- y
that the team could take pride
in.
Though the coaching staff be-
stowed "Man ofthe Match' ' to the entire
squad, the production and improve-
ment by the freshmen have been
particularly noteworthy.
'Their play has been pleasing,"
said Lawless. "They keep improving
every week. Out of our six freshman,
four saw playing time and another
would have if he weren't hurt"
The Lords looked to carry the
momentum of their victory into their
game against Milligan College, and
appeared to dojust that with two quick
early goals. Schrock, denied a goal in
the earlier game, made amends with an
excellent strike that saw the ball sail
into the upper comer of the goal, stak-
ing Kenyon to a 1 --0 lead only a couple
minutes into the game. Duma
Magagula '04, who assisted on the
first goal, responded with a goal of his
own only a few minutes later, a 30 yard
shot that also found the top portion of
the net Suddenly Kenyon was up 2-- 0,
getting the quick start they had been
missing all year.
"From the beginning, we've had
a lot of talent, and we haven't had the
SPORTS
athome, places ninth on the road
take the game 3 1 -- 29, and the match 3-- 0.
The Ladies then took to the road
Friday Afternoon for the John Carroll
Case Western Reserve Tournament in
Cle veland. After opening with a 30-2- 6,
30-2-7, 30-2-0 loss versus host John
Carroll, the Ladies were determined to
make a statement and fought back in
their second match against the Grove
City College Wolverines. Paced by
solid play from Wild, Walker, and
Collins, the Ladies stormed back versus
the Wolverines, sweeping them 30-2-8,
30-2-0, 30-2-6, earning them a 1 -- 1 record
on the first day.
With day one in the books, the
Ladies drew the number seven seed
and faced two familiar foes. Firs up
was the College of Wooster. Early
on, the Ladies showed much fight,
winning game one 3 1 -- 29. The Scots
bounced back behind outside hitter
Tiffany Rice '06 and middle hitter
Ashley Quisenberry '07 to take
games two and three 30-2- 5 and 30-2- 5.
Down 2-- 1, game four started
out ominously as 6 unforced errors
led to an 11-- 0 lead for the Scots.
Despite the large hole, the Ladies
spirit never waned. Having cut the
lead in half after a big block by
Reiter, the score was 27-2- 2. An ace
by setter Sarah Brieschke '07 cut the
lead to two at 29-2- 7, but the Ladies
would get not closer as Wooster
tookgame four 30-2- 7 and the match
3-- 1.
Stinging from this defeat, the
chance to jell," remarked co-capt- ain
Andrew Sheridan '04."Butwith Duma
coming back from injury and players
finally settling into positions, we've
been able to raise our play to where it
should be."
Anxious to enter halftime up by
two goals, the Lords could not prevent
Milligan from capitalizing on a comer
kick as the first half ended. Milligan
used that goal to come out firing in the
second half, equalizing the game on a
penalty kick and then taking the lead
on a free kick with only fifteen min-
utes expired in the second half.
Kenyon could not respond with a
tying goal, and what had been a two-go- al
lead evaporated quickly into a 3-- 2
loss.
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The Lords hope to continue in the right
Ladies then faced archrival Denison. In
what would be one of the best matches
of the tournament, the Ladies started
strong in game one on an 1 1 --4paced by
kills from Wild and Walker. Not to be
outdone, the youthful Big Red squad
came right back as middle hitler Leslie
Kreinberg '06 and outside hitter Julie
Stowers '05 recorded four big kills as
Denison evened the score at 17. With
the lead changing hands six times, both
teams found themselves deadlocked at
29. Kenyon had two chances to put the
game away, but could not This gave the
momentum to the Big Red and they
capitalized as Kreinberg stuffed a po-
tential kill, and Stowers ripped one of
her three kills in the game, as Denison
took game one 33-3- 1.
The teams seesawed at the begin-
ning of game two, forcing yet another
nailbiter. In a game that saw 1 1 lead
changes, Denison outside hitter Katie
Quinter '06 eventually broke a 25-2- 5
deadlock with consecutive kills and
boosted the Big Red to a three point
advantage at 28-2- 5. The Ladies pulled
back to 29-2-8, after Reiter notched her
fifth kill of the game. However
Kreinberg' s tip sealed the game 30-2-8,
and a 2-- 0 lead for Denison.
Despite being down 14-9ea- rly in
game three, the Ladies mounted a 5-- 0
run, paced by kills from Collins and a
pairofLaughneracestoeven the score
at 14. After 4 lead changes, the Ladies
pulled away as Wild's kill led to a 7-- 3
runanda25-2- 1 dominating lead, even-
tually leading to the Ladies prevailing
"We were a bit fatigued ten min-
utes on the side of halftime," said
assistant coach Ollie Slawson.'lt was
startling hot, and we had played two
games in two days. We were still
satisfied with the way the team
played."
Despite conceding three goals,
the coaches deigned McMillan the
"Man of the Match", showing their
pleasure with the team' s effort against
another quality, undefeated opponent
Good performances aside, both
the coaching staff and pi ayers acknowl-
edge the need to continue improving.
"Rightnow, our greatest strength
is as a collective unit," said Lawless.
"We got a strong squad, and when
players play their role, we become a
! f t
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direction with two home games this week.
The Kenyon Collegian 15
in game three 30-2- 7.
Keeping the momentum in their
comer, the Ladies took to the offensi ve
in game four. The Ladies jumped out
to a commanding 22-1- 0 lead, as
Walker, Collins, Wild and Raji com-
bined for 12 kills and two blocks.
Despite two Denison timeouts, the
onslaught continued as Raji added
another pair of kills and an ace,
pacing the Ladies to a convincing
30-1- 7 win in game four, forcing a
deciding game.
With the match and early brag-
ging rights on the line, game five
started off well, with Walker regis-
tering another kill and an early 1- -0
advantage. From there, it was all Big
Red, as Denison went on a 1 2A run to
take a commanding lead, and eventu-
ally win game five 15-- 6.
With conference play beginning
this weekend, Allegheny and
Wittenberg ride into town. The Gators
currently stand at 8-- 6 after a victory at
Grove City. The cream of the crop of
the NCAC, the Tigers are looking to
defend their conference title. Previ-
ously ranked 13th in the nation, the
Tigers sit at 4-- 3 and are coming off a 2-- 1
weekend at the Washington
University Tournament in which they
recorded victories versus Iowa's Cen-
tral Collegeand Wisconsin-Whitewat- er
(last year's national champions), who
were ranked seventh and third in the
nation respectively at that time. Game
times are 1 1 am. and 3 p.m., respec-
tively.
difficult team to beat Players have to
understand that they need toplay within
their role, and not be too individualis-
tic."
"Guys are settling down, and the
players that need to step up have been
doingthaC'siimmarizedSheridan'but
we need to develop the possession
facet of our game so that we don't get
rattled and have to play from behind."
The Lords have played five of
their six games away from Gambier,
but will get a welcome respite with two
home games in the upcoming week.
Kenyon plays jCamegie-Mello- n on
Wednesday at 5 p.m., and then takes
on Baldwin-Wallac- e this upcoming
Saturday at 3 p.m., both games will be
played at Kenyon.
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Living in a differentworld?
!7wo years ago, in the wake of the September 1 1 attacks on New York and Washington, the Collegian ran an
opinion piece entitled, "How will our lives ever be the same?" Today, after the national and international events
of the months following that headline,' two professors a political scientist and a historian reflect on our na-
tional life since the attacks, and offer their thoughts on whether American philosophy has changed.
Sober populace and enraged elite
form a foreign policy disconnect
Bv FRED BAUMANN
Special to the Collegian
I've been asked to say what I think has changed in "American political philosophy and activ-
ity" since Sept. 11, 2001. It's very hard to tell from Gambier, and it also seems to me that what the
long-ter- m changes will be depends a great deal on the outcome of events that have begun, but whose
end we do not yet know. If the war on terror succeeds in particular, in creating a more favorable
situation for moderation in the Middle East and a less favorable one for terrorists and fanatics
there will be a very different set of morals drawn, than if it is a spectacular failure. Maybe the editor
of the Collegian for
2005-200- 6 should be
sponsoring this sympo-
sium.
Still, a couple of
things seem plain
enough. From the fall of
the Berlin Wall until the
fall of the Twin Towers,
we were living in a
never-nev- er land where
the laws of political grav-
ity had apparently been
repealed. The first Presi-
dent Bush seemed to
think that doing as little
as possible in domestic
and foreign policy was
just what was needed.
(One large exception: the
Gulf War. But after that,
no follow-up- .) President
Clinton treated foreign
policy as though it were
domestic i.e., tuned his
policies to the polls.
Thus, he made a popular
deal with North Korea
that he had to know was
unlikely to work, didn't
r
accept an offer for the extradition of Osama bin Laden and bombed an aspirin factory as a response
to terrorism. I thought then that the turkeys would come home to roost soon, and they
did, with a
realized that we were back in the ugly world of realvengeance, on Sept 1 1 . The American people
history, and that things were serious again.
While some of the elites pooh-poohe- d the notion that the "War on Terror" was a real war or
anything more than overblown rhetoric, most people seem to have taken it quite
seriously. Despite
caused terrorists in the United States,bycatastrophesthe fortunate absence of any more major
public opinion seems quite steady in its support of the necessity of pursuing the war on terror
through an active foreign policy, and not just by police means. Second, it is well-know- n that eras of
good feeling " when there are no great issues on the table, actually become eras of partisan rancor.
in the Clinton impeachment and the FloridaSo too in the largely vacuous nineties, most notably
election imbroglios, but also in the tit-for-- tat hostage-takin- g in presidential appointments
and much
that and lead to the kind of unity that broadly
else The hope that Sept. 11 would put an end to
characterized American politics in World War H and the pre-Vietna- m Cold War
was not implau-
sible, but it hasn't worked out This is largely a matter of elite behavior, it is the
knowledgeable and
:
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ii ,u i o Hicnnprt tvtwppn general Dublic opinion and elite opinion the
former serious, the latter furious. The big question is which spirit will eventually
win out among the
general public. Among the elites, it is a little like the old
anti-communi- st vs. antantiommunst
situation to they were right five, 10 and sometimes
wars-ever- yone is out to use the present prove
35 years ago The passions of the Vietnam Era have not died out for many, even for
some who
weren'taround men. They haven'tdiedoutmmeeite
will be maintained in the face of the influence of the articulatesobriety I sense in the general public
rage of the elites. We' 11 see.
Rather than opportunity to learn,
attacks have brought only revenge
Bv PETER RUTKOFF
Special to the Collegian
I remember thinking three things on that awful and beautiful morning of Sept.
11,2001. '
Oh, s , they're gonna blame it on the Jews.
I hope they don't do what they did in 1942 with Japanese Americans.
It's really scary to think that we'll learn nothing from this about how we, Amer-
icans, treat others, and how and why they perceive us as they do.
I'm sad to say that I was
right on about 2.5 of the
three. As I write this, I am,
in fact, very confused
about the "we" and the
"they," and recall the Pogo
comic strip (Doonesbury
of its time) where a char-
acter said, "We have met
the enemy, and he is us." I
don't know why we toler-
ate a government in Israel
that occupies territory and
practices political assass-
inations. But neither do I
'know why ours does e-
ithersee the infamous
"deck of cards."
When Tom Friedman of
the New York Times wrote
about rivers of resentment
and no longer treating Arab
countries as gas stations,
he was so very right, and I
usually don't agree with
him. When John Ashcroft
curtails the civil liberties
of those whom we detain,
I want to scream. We have
become an occupying
force in a foreign country; we have locked up foreigners here simply because they
are foreign; more Americans will lose tneir lives in iraq anei mc wm man ..- -
and it's really staggering to think, after all, that it really is about the oil. And I haven't
mentioned Cheney and Halliburton yet.
That said, Sept. 1 1 was devastating. Another "they" attacked the city in which
1
had grown up and, like everyone, I was stunned. When I flew in about two weeks
later, the World Trade Center simply wasn't there. Impossible and incredible. You
could see and smell the human muck sticking to the walls and windowsills of lower
Manhattan. Spontaneous shrines blossomed in front of fire stations. Armed police
and soldiers paraded everywhere. It was as if, in mourning, we had occupied New
York. And now, in turn, do we take our vengeance out wherever we need to?
When we began the bombing of Afghanistan, I was sitting in a Baptist Church
in Chicago, and the pastor informed the congregation. It was as if someone had
let
the air out of that sanctuary. People gasped and collectively cried, "Oh, no." Oh,
no.
thousand and women on the South Side.Not revenge: They were right, these men
wonder why no one heard them.
Fred Baumann is a Professor of Political Science at Kenyon College.
Peter Rutkoff is a Professor of American Studies at Kenyon College.
In the photo, American soldiers in Bagram airbse, north of Kabul, Afghanistan,
participate in a short memorial service on Sept. 1 1, 2003. The United States has
fought
two overseas conflicts following the strikes on New York and Washington in
2001
the first in Afghanistan, the second earlier this year in Iraq. Ahmad Masoodte-
-
